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Message from Mayor Ma

People come to Taipei to pursue their
dreams. This is a city for people who dare to
dream, to create, and to make a difference.
Over the decades, Taiwan's traditional manufacturing industries have
been transformed to technology and information industries, with
increasing emphasis on research and development, in addition to
OEM/ODM manufacturing. During this process, Taipei has always played
a critical role. With its ample human resources, well-established
infrastructure, and superb location, Taipei has emerged as a springboard
for local enterprises to reach the world market and also as the primary
business location for multinational corporations to tap into the greater
China economic region.
In this era of economic globalization, Taipei has enjoyed a competitive
edge in manufacturing and technology. In the last four years, we have
spared no effort to build the City as a technological capital. This will
enhance Taipei's position as part of the much larger global network,
especially in the Asia-Pacific region. The international community has
recognized our hard work. In 2000, a U.S.-based information technology
magazine, Wired, rated Taipei as the top information city in the AsiaPacific region, and the eighth in the world. In 2002, Taipei's CyberCity
Initiative was also awarded the Public Sector Global IT Excellence Award
by information technology experts from around the world who are part of
the 41-country World Information Technology & Services Alliance (WITSA)
industry network. As Taipei continues to grow into a truly international city,
its position as a strategic base for global management, research, and
development is further enhanced.
To meet future challenges, Taipei City Government has established
multiple goals for this capital. Taipei is already noted for its sustainable
industry, progressive health care, advanced infrastructure, cultural
events, safety and a city that looks after the welfare of its people. Taipei
City Government will substantially integrate knowledge-based service
businesses, including health care, education, travel, information,
transportation, and financial investment. Likewise, knowledge-based
industries, such as e-commerce and logistics management, will be
further incorporated. Moreover, to meet the expectations of multinational
enterprises, Taipei will continue to enhance the areas of human
resources, infrastructure, the business environment, and quality of life
issues which will make Taipei conducive to international industrial
development, and to create more investment opportunities.

Ying-jeou Ma, S.J.D. Oct, 16, 2003

▼

We welcome you to Taipei, a city where dreams come true.

▼
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We welcome you to Taipei, a city where dreams come true!
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< A scene near Taipei Main Rail Station >
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In the midst of current movement towards
globalization, Taiwan entered international
competition in a succession of economic
miracles. On January 1, 2002 Taiwan joined
the World Trade Organization in order to
become more fully integrated into the
global economy. This chapter will introduce
you to Taipei City as Taiwan's political and
economic center, and a city of liberalism,
open and fair public policy, and

> Taipei City's Advantages
> Taipei City's Character
> Municipal Government
> Taipei City's Economy

< Top > The Dr. Sun Yat-sen Memorial Hall
< Bottom > The Chang Kai-shek Memorial Hall

internationalism.
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▼

Taipei City's Advantages
LOOKING FROM A WORLD POINT OF VIEW:
TAIPEI CITY IS A HUB FOR ASIAN TRANSPORTATION

LOOKING FROM AN ASIAN POINT OF VIEW:
TAIPEI CITY IS AS A LEADING CENTER OF
INTERNATIONAL COMMERCE AND
TRANSPORTATION.

< Average flight times between Taipei City and seven other major airports of the Asian Pacific Region >

Taipei City is located in the northern part of Taiwan, an island situated in
the western part of the Pacific Ocean, just off the southeastern coast of
Mainland China. Taiwan is surrounded by Japan and the Ryukyu Islands
to the north, and the Philippine Islands to the south. As one of the central
islands in the Asian region, it conveniently lies on the main sea and air
routes of the Asian Pacific region.

Source: Center for Economic Deregulation and Innovation, CEPD

Due to its recent and rapid economic growth,
Taipei became one of the most economically
successful cities in Asia. The continuous
economic development over the last 50 years
brought Taipei abundant human resources, highdegree of hi-tech commercialization, sufficient
investment capital, easy access to modern
information technology, as well as extensive
experience in international competition. Moreover,
Taipei can be viewed as an important point of entry
into the Mainland Chinese markets for Europe and
America, since Taiwan and Mainland China speak
the same language and have a common culture.
The effects of globalization are constantly requiring
new combinations of production and marketing in
order to fully take advantage of the flow of capital,
merchandise, and manpower. Taipei is now ready
to become a place for your investments and a
center for your global management operations.
Besides being a portal into the enormous mainland
market, Taipei City also presents numerous other
business opportunities. By the end of 2002,
foreign and overseas Chinese investment in Taiwan
reached US$ 5,612,000,000 in five main areas:
finance and insurance, telecommunications,
electronics, wholesale and retail, and service
sector.
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< Advantages of Taipei City compared to Tokyo, Shanghai, Hong Kong and Singapore >
Advantages

Disadvantages

Taipei City

• Geographic location
• Quality manpower
• High level of computer literacy
• Available capital
• Supportive environment

• Relatively limited city space

Tokyo

• Concentration of business and industrial skills
• World's second largest GDP

• High living costs
• High labor costs

Shanghai

• Large and rapidly developing market area
• Broad and maturing business and industrial activities

• Legal and institutional shortcomings

Hong Kong

• A variety of financial services
• Vigorous business activities

• Lack of high-technology skills

Singapore

• Sea and air transportation links
• Available marketing and business skills

• High capitalization costs
• Labor shortages

Source: March 27, 2003. Taipei Economic Efforts: The City Government Goes All Out. Seminar series.

LOOKING FROM TAIWAN'S POINT OF VIEW:
TAIPEI IS A GOVERNMENTAL, ECONOMIC, AND
CULTURAL CENTER
Taipei's economy has grown rapidly since 1950. About 20% of
Taiwan's business firms are located in Taipei, which generates
37% of Taiwan's total sales. In addition, 79.8% of the city's
population is employed in the service industry. The commercial
and financial sectors account for 67.6% of the city's economic
structure. Taipei is the center of Taiwan's economic and
business activities.

< 2002 Taipei City's economic structure >

■
■
■
■

Commerce
Manufacturing
Finance
Transportation &
Communication
■ Construction
■ Civil Service
■ Natural Resources

59.2%
14.8%
8.4%
7.4%
4.9%
4.9%
0.4%

Source: Taipei City Department of Statistics

Taipei City advantageously uses its status as Taiwan's
governmental, economic, and cultural center in its goal of
becoming a major Asian Pacific business and transportation
center. Moreover, Taipei City is increasingly functioning as a
financial, media, and telecommunication center with sufficient
international style to confront the challenges of other cities
around the world.
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▼

Taipei City's Character

Taipei City is located in the central northern Taiwan and
measures 27,179.97 hectares. The main city is
surrounded by the satellite cities, such as Danshui,
Sanzhi, Luzho, Wugu, Sanchong, Xinzhuang, Banqiao,
Zhonghe, Yonghe, Xindian, and Xizhi, all of which
enhance Taipei's economic and cultural functions.
Additionally, Taipei City, Keelung, Taoyuan, Xinzhu and
the surrounding areas can be integrated into one larger
region in order to enhance the flow of economic

< The Geographic location of Taipei City >

Taipei City is virtually surrounded by mountains and
abundant verdure, with mountain slopes covering
55% of the city's land. The now extinct volcanoes
Mt. Datun and Mt. Cising in the Yangmingshan
National Park distinctively rise to the north of the
city. Keelung, Jinmei, Xindian and Danshui rivers
wind through the city to the north, east, and south.
Taipei City lies in the subtropical zone and is
generally warm throughout the year, with an
average annual temperature of 22 degrees Celsius.
MAKING TAIPEI A GREEN CITY

resources.

< The island of Taiwan >

THE NATURAL BEAUTY OF MOUNTAINS AND
STREAMS

< Taipei City is in the North of Taiwan >

The work of transforming Taipei into a green city
has continued since December 1999. So far Taipei
City has created 79 parks, grassy areas, plazas,
and children's playgrounds, with a total area of
1,311,963 square meters, or 4.838 square meters
per city resident. At the end of 2002 there have
been 113,849 trees lining up in Taipei's streets and
avenues, and 960,233 other trees growing around
the city - one tree per 2.5 residents. Taipei's main
boulevards, traffic circles, and green areas further
contribute to the city's commitment to turn green.
The green project has now covered more than
29,339 square meters of the city, which is a 180%
increase from 1999.
THE HUMAN ENVIRONMENT
Taipei City's population, which includes people
originating from every county and city in Taiwan, is
about 2,600,000. As a result, Taipei's residents cohabit the city in a medley of various religious
beliefs, architectural preferences, languages, daily
habits, and tastes in food and drink. Such diversity
enriches one's experience of Taipei and endows
the city with an atmosphere of cultural abundance
and profuse activities.

< Taipei City is surrounded by numbers of satellite cities >

Source: Center for Economic deregulation and Innovation, CEPD

CITY OF CULTURE
Although Taipei City may not be a large metropolis, it is
nonetheless rich with cultural facilities that are well worth a
visit. If you are a museum lover, do not miss a chance to visit
the National Palace Museum in the suburban Waishuangsi,
which houses the largest and most comprehensive collection
of Chinese artifacts in the world. Other notable museums such
as the Taipei Art Gallery, the National History Museum, and
Postal Museum are equally outstanding. If you are interested in
Taipei's history, visit its 64 touring sites of old streets and
heritage buildings. In short, Taipei is an excellent place for the
exploration of Asian history and culture.
BILINGUAL ENVIRONMENT
Although Mandarin Chinese is Taiwan's official language,
English is the dominant foreign language in the area. Starting
in January 2001 Taipei City has been working on making the
city fully bilingual and raising its international IQ. In order to
internationalize Taipei's nine-year compulsory education, an
English curriculum has been introduced at all elementary and
junior high schools to establish continuous learning of English.
School libraries carry English books, posters encouraging the
use of both English and Chinese are displayed at schools, and
Internet websites are also bilingual. Furthermore, each school
holds cultural exchange days in order to increase students'
understanding of other cultures and stimulate interest in
mastering English.
From April 2001 Taipei City started a program of English
classes to train the city's taxi drivers. Those individuals and
businesses who finish the training program qualify for the
bilingual "I speak English" notices, as well as the
announcements on the municipal website. Currently Taipei City
is sparing no effort to encourage all residents to study English
in order to give the city an international perspective. As these
internationalization efforts continue, the city will go on to foster
an environment that is safe and comfortable for all foreign
visitors.

< Top > Taipei City is greened by lots of street trees and parks.
< Second Top > The citizens of Taipei City enjoy outdoor activities.
< Second Bottom > Buddhism and Taoism have great impacts on the city culture.
< Bottom > The Taipei Art Gallery

▼

Municipal Government
Since Taipei City is Taiwan's
governmental and economic center, its
public policy is highly transparent. Due
to democracy and independent
judiciary, the citizens can freely
participate various political activities.
The media also enjoys freedom of
speech and press, and provides
different channels for communication
between officials and citizens.

OPEN AND FAIR PUBLIC POLICY
Because of globalization, Taipei City has
concentrated on pursuing open and fair public
policies, beneficial to investment and international
business. Taiwan's government is most democratic
among Chinese-speaking countries. During the
past several decades Taiwan had energetically
worked on the advancement of its democratization
and prosperity. Appropriate policy-making and
dependable political leadership has been the key
contributing factors in Taiwan's impressive
economic and democratic success.
JUDICIAL INDEPENDENCE
An independent judiciary has been established
and maintained in order to protect the democratic
rule of Taiwanese society. In particular, Taiwan's
government emphasizes the independence of
judicial powers, which is assured by the
government's avoidance of legislative and
administrative interferences in the judiciary. Taipei
City has a sound system of judicial and supervisory

< Top > The Taipei City Parliament.
< 2nd Top > Meetings held in the Taipei City Government
< Bottom > News reporters record political events.
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management. For example, when the judiciary considers litigation, it must accept the limits set forth by the
law, and not be influenced by the interests of other persons or institutions in order to assure social justice.
There are currently 3,650 lawyers in Taiwan, and 2,989 in Taipei City.
PUBLIC INVOLVEMENT
Over 80% of Taipei residents are involved in civic matters and exhibit strong interest in public affairs.
Besides attending regular district meetings and activities, they participate in elections and other activities of
various political parties and interest groups. Before bills are passed or policy proposals are finalized, the city
government conducts public meetings in order to explain the proposed changes and advance public
discussions. Representatives of major interest groups and political parties are also invited to join the
discussions. These discussions are the basis for public policy considerations in Taipei.
MEDIA FREEDOM
Media freedom is the foundation for both the democratization and modernization of society. America's
Freedom House has repeatedly recognized Taiwan for its high level of media freedom. Free media allows
citizens to express various opinions about public affairs. Most of the media are based in Taipei City, where
the freedom of speech and press is highly apparent.

< The Taipei City Government >

Public information is becoming increasingly free and diversified, which makes Taipei citizens better informed
and more innovative. Indeed, compared with the residents of other Asian cities, Taipei citizens have a higher
aptitude for design, research, and marketing.

▼

< Taipei, a city in progress >

Taipei City's Economy
The ability to innovate in an era of globalization is an important source of
competitive strength. This ability not only points to technological research
ability, but also includes a wide variety of economic and non-economic
factors, such as well-established infrastructure, administrative efficiency,
quality environmental protection, liberalization and internationalization.

COMPARING TOP CITIES
For the past several years, Taipei City placed in the top five of Asia Week's ranking of Asian cities. In
1999 Taipei City ranked second, ahead of Tokyo, Shanghai, Hong Kong and Singapore.
Furthermore, the American Fortune magazine ranked Taipei City as one of Asia's most outstanding
business cities, and the American web magazine Wired ranked Taipei City as Asia's premier city for
international business.
< Year 2000 Ranking of the best cities in Asia >

2000

Taipei

Tokyo

Singapore

Hong Kong

Seoul

Shanghai

4

1

3

6

10

15

Source: Hong Kong Asia Week

RANKING NATIONAL COMPETITIVENESS
When the World Economic Forum announced its 2002 Ranking for Competitiveness Taiwan ranked
third, only behind the United States and Finland. Of all other Asian nations, Singapore ranked fourth,
Japan 13th, Hong Kong 17th, and the Mainland China 33rd.
< Year 2002 Ranking of city competitiveness in Asia >

Competitiveness

Taiwan

Singapore

Japan

Hong Kong

Mainland China

3

4

13

17

33

Source: World Economic Forum(WEF), 2002 Ranking for Competitiveness
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< Business environment in Taiwan compared to other Asian countries >
Taiwan

Singapore

Hong Kong

Australia

New Zealand

South Korea

Japan

Thailand

Malaysia

Philippines

1997~2001

5

2

1

4

3

8

7

9

6

10

2002~2006

5

1

2

3

4

6

7

8

9

10

Source: The Economist

BUSINESS ENVIRONMENT

ECONOMIC GROWTH RATES

According to The Economist's ranking of global business
environments, Taiwan ranked the fifth among 60 nations, and
the third in Asia.

Taiwan's economy has grown rapidly during the last fifty years
and its economic activity has been vigorous in every field. Its
superior business environment, abundance of human
resources, and comfortable quality of life account for Taiwan's
stable economic growth.

ECONOMIC FREEDOM
After joining the World Trade Organization in 2002 Taiwan has
been continuously taking actions to diminish trade and
investment obstacles, abolish monopolies in public utility, as
well as to privatize state-owned enterprises and financial
institutes. Efforts have also been made to loosen restrictions on
trade and to revolutionize financial relations with Mainland
China. These efforts were met with universal approval.
According to the 2003 Index of Economic Freedom collectively
produced by The American Heritage Foundation and The Wall
Street Journal, Taiwan ranks 27th among 156 economic
systems.

< Year 2002 Comparison of economic growth among
Asia's leading nations >

Source: Taiwan, Executive Yuan, Department of Statistics

< Taiwan's economic freedom compared to other Asian
nations >
AVERAGE GROSS NATIONAL PRODUCT
Taiwan's outstanding high-tech sector and enterprising spirit,
coupled with the talented and productive human resources
concentrated in Taipei City, make the city an impressive
indicator of Taiwan's high economic productivity.

< Average gross national product ( US$ ) >
Source: American Heritage Foundation and The Wall Street Journal, 2003
Index of Economic Freedom

Source: Taiwan, Executive Yuan, Department of Statistics
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AVERAGE PERSONAL INCOME

HIGH QUALITY OF HUMAN RESOURCES

Taiwan's average annual personal income is over US$ 11,000.
Taipei City resident's average income is the highest in Taiwan.

Due to its high numbers of post-secondary graduates, Taiwan
has a plentiful supply of human resources that specialize in
science and technological research. In 2002 Taiwan was
world's fourth in the number of its US-approved patents, just
behind the United States, Japan and Germany. Presently
Taiwan has 61 universities, 14 of which are located in the
Taipei City.

< Average annual personal income ( US$ ) >

< Quality of Human Resources compared with other
leading Asian countries in 2002 >
Source: Taiwan, Executive Yuan, Department of Statistics

CONSUMER PRICE INDEX
The Taipei City consumer price index is more stable than that
of any other Asian capital. When the quality of consumption is
adjusted to the consumer price, Taipei becomes one of the
most suitable Asian cities to live in.
< Percentage growth in Asian consumer price indices >

Number of
post-secondary
students (1/1000)

Patent number of
American
approbation (pcs)

Taiwan

56.8

5,371

Korea

67.1

3,538

Japan

32.8

33,223

Singapore

20.0

296

Hong Kong

13.1

-

Mainland China

2.8

237

Source: Taiwan, Executive Yuan, Department of Statistics

CONSUMER SPENDING IN TAIPEI CITY
High levels of consumer spending in Taipei cannot be denied
- it is a rapidly changing city and its citizens have high
disposable incomes. Taipei's life style and consumption
pattern became models for other cities in Taiwan and the rest
of Asia.
< Consumer spending of Taipei City's residents ( US$ ) >

Source: Taipei City, Department of Statistics

■ Average monthly
disposable income
per family
■ Average monthly
consumer spending
per family
Exchange Rate: 1 US Dollar = 34 NT Dollars
Source: Taipei City, Department of Statistics
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COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT IN TAIPEI
Commercial turnover in Taipei City reached over US $58 billion. This chart illustrates the city's
diverse and active business activities.
< The commercial development of Taipei City ( in million US$ ) >

Commercial turnover

Transportation, storage,
and communications
turnover

Finance, insurance, real
estate, service sector, and
commercial turnover

Services provided by
individuals

Exchange Rate: 1 US Dollar = 34 NT Dollars / Source: Taipei City, Department of Statistics

GLOBAL NETWORK READINESS INDEX
The World Economic Forum (WEF) ranked Taiwan's readiness for international business
networking ninth in the world. Among Asian countries Taiwan and Singapore placed in the top ten.
< 2003 Network Readiness Index >

Source: The World Economic Forum (WEF)

FOREIGN INVESTMENT IN TAIWAN

< Foreign investment in Taiwan ( in thousand US$ ) >

Over the recent years Taiwan has relaxed its commercial and investment controls. Taipei City in
particular has taken full advantage of its status as a capital since Taiwan joined the World Trade
Organization.

Overseas Chinese
investment

Foreign investment

Overseas Chinese and
foreign investment
combined

Source: Taiwan, Ministry of Economic Affairs, Departments of Statistics

FOREIGN EXCHANGE CONTROLS
Foreign exchange controls have been canceled in Taiwan, with the exception of financial earnings.
The following is a summary of the remaining controls:
1.

The inflow and outflow of foreign currency capital that does not affect the new Taiwanese
dollar (NT) exchange rate are exempt from controls.

2.

Foreign currency and capital affecting the new Taiwanese dollar (NT) are handled as follows:

(1)

Foreign companies registered in Taiwan may freely remit foreign exchange up to an
equivalent of US$ 50 million annually.

(2)

Foreigners holding an alien resident certificate (ARC) and residents of 20 years old or
older may freely remit foreign exchange up to an equivalent of US$ 5 million annually.

(3)

Foreigners are allowed to freely exchange up to an equivalent of US$ 100,000 for each
transaction.

STABLE INTEREST AND EXCHANGE RATES
Taiwan's interest and exchange rates operate within the market system. The foreign exchange
transactions of Taiwan's Central Bank is similar to those in most developed countries°C
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< Taiwan's interest and exchange rates in recent years >
Year

Lending rate

Interest on deposit
Monthly bank deposit

US$ exchange rate
Yearly bank deposit

$NT

Yen

2000

7.667%

4.42%

5.01%

31.23

107.77

2001

7.711%

4.34%

5.00%

33.80

121.53

2002

7.325%

2.01%

2.30%

34.58

125.39

2003

4.080%

1.17%

1.54%

34.70

119.21

Source: The Central Bank, Taiwan

TOP VALUE OF CORPORATE BOND ISSUED AMONG ALL
DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
UNCTAD (United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development) noted Taiwan in its 2002 World Investment
Report for its high standards of development in science,
technology, and human resources. Taiwan's ability to attract
foreign capital ranks 15th in the world. Taiwan's corporate
bonds issued in 2002 (including both domestic and foreign
issue) amounted to US$25.9 billion, which accounts for 26.2%
of the total value of corporate bonds issued by all developing
countries. Thus, the technical standards and business
management capabilities of Taiwan's businesses have earned
international investment credibility.
Moreover, according to statistics disclosed by the Ministry of
Economic Affairs and the Ministry of Finance in 2002,
Taiwanese publicly-owned companies issued overseas
negotiable securities totaling US$11.9 billion. This increased
more than 1.7 times from 2001 and set a new national record.
Taiwan is one of the few new developing markets with such
potential to attract foreign capital from international financial
markets. Taipei City is the leader of Taiwan's financial
environment because of its capital capabilities as well as
scientific and technological development.

< One of the Mass Rapid Transit Stations in Taipei City >

< Taipei as a cyber city >

< Taipei as the financial hub >

< Taipei as a major distribution center >

Marching
into
Taipei
> Cyber City
> Taipei as the Financial Hub
> Taipei as a Major Distribution Center

▼
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When globalization and informationalization
dominate the current economic climate,
enterprises are required to aim for precision
with regard to R&D, marketing, and distribution.
Among the inevitable revolutionary changes
brought about by globalization is the
establishment of overseas operations by
multinational companies. Such operations are
necessary in order to build an efficient system
of global exchange, a system that makes the
most of the local available resources and
competently carries out regional integration.
Taipei, with its centrally important position in
Asia, benefits from helpful regulations on ecommerce and a well-developed infrastructure.
The City's liberal and global financial system
also facilitates enterprises to speed up the
flow of information, capital, business, and
products.
We welcome you to Taipei, a model
city of the Asian Pacific region.

< Top > The World Trade Centre standing in front of
Taipei 101, the tallest building in the whole Asia.
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▼

Cyber City

In line with the ongoing digitization around the world,
Taipei started a cyber development project in 1999. The
project's objectives include improving information
infrastructure, launching an e-city government
revolution (online municipal government service
community), and pursuing a universal Internet
education of its Taipei residents.

E-CITY GOVERNMENT

< E-government Ranking in 2002 >
Countries

Ranking

Scores

Taiwan

1

72.5

South Korea

2

64.0

Canada

3

61.1

U.S.

4

60.1

Chile

5

60.0

Australia

6

58.3

China

7

56.3

Switzerland

8

55.4

U.K.

9

54.8

Singapore

10

53.5

Source: Brown University, Taubman Center for Public Policy. September 2002.

In order to foster a more service-oriented public management, Taipei is
looking to build an active, efficient, and accessible e-city government.
For example, the City has established online public information service
stations and one-stop complaint windows through which citizens can file
and check the status of their complaints, thereby saving on traveling time
to and from the city government agencies.
Moreover, the City Government is promoting "Electronic Document Data
Interchange". In 2002, a knowledge management system and an
information management system were established in order to incorporate
the City Government's information and resources and make an example
for City's informationalization. The City Government has also completed
its broadband networks. At present, 436 official agencies and schools,
as well as 449 boroughs have their own websites. The Taipei City
Government's official website and 12 other affiliated websites have been
recognized by the Executive Yuan as the most recommended websites
among other administrative agencies in 2001.
Taipei's efforts to overcome physical space limitations by creating a
boundless cyber space have received worldwide recognition. In 1999,
the U.S.-based information technology magazine Wired rated Taipei as
the number one information city in the Asian Pacific region. In 2002, the
World Congress on Information Technology (WCIT) granted the public
sector excellence award to the Taipei City Government.
In addition, Taiwan's progress in establishing government presence
online has been noted by Brown University's Taubman Center for Public
Policy (U.S.A.) and World Markets Research Center (U.K.).
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E-COMMERCIALIZED ENTERPRISE

PREVALENT NETWORK APPLICATIONS

The City Government also aims to promote and accelerate
informationalization of industries, as well as to create a
sustainable development environment that is favorable for
investing. A consultation commission was founded as a forum
for private sectors, academic organizations, and the Taipei City
Government to exchange views and concerns. The commission's
feedback is used to accelerate the informationalization of the City.

In order to address the challenges created by the increasing
informationalization of the city, Taipei is constantly reinforcing
its network infrastructure to include more networking
applications. Optical fibers are installed in the MRT network
and street roads. Broadband networks are also expanded to
encourage more users. At present, 85% of Taipei's household
own computers, 72% of Taipei's residents use the Internet,
and 42% of Taipei's household use broadband networks.
Over 80% of Taipei citizens have mobile phones, with an
average of 1.99 units per household.

An information network of Taipei's industries was set up by the
City Government in order to assist the enterprises in
assessment of national resources and collaboration in the
Ministry of Economic Affairs (MOEA)-led projects. Through this
network enterprises are able to promote their products and
advance the city's e-commerce. The content of the commerce
service website is continuously improved upon, and business
information is available in many languages.

In addition to promoting Internet usage, the Taipei City
Government offers free e-mail accounts and free Internet
lessons to its residents. By the end of May 2003 there were
250,000 participants in this program. After the new
government website was launched on November 12, 2001,
over 17.8 million people have visited the website by May
2003. Taipei residents' cooperation with the City Government
is very helpful in the process of digitization and
informationalization.

Most recently e-businesses are sprouting just about anywhere
due to the boundless Internet. In 2001 Taiwan was ranked 16th
in the world by the Economist Intelligence Unit for the ereadiness of its enterprises. Among Taiwan's major cities,
Taipei has the highest concentration of enterprise digitization,
with network systems for on-line orders, purchases, and aftersale services to integrate the capital, information, business,
and products. Therefore, business activities in Taipei will
become even more unrestricted and global.

< Prevalence of digital usage in Taipei, 2002 >
■
■
■
■

Computers
Internet
Broadband networks
Mobile communications

UNIVERSAL INTERNET EDUCATION
In order to enhance the residents' knowledge of information
technology, the City Government has been actively advocating
information networking education. All of the City's primary and
middle schools set up broadband networks. By September
2001, all of the city's classrooms were equipped with
computers. In October 2002 the ratio of students to computers
was 9.8 to 1 at public schools.

Source: White Paper of Telecommunications and Internet Policies of Taipei

NO. 1 INFORMATION SOCIETY IN ASIA
In their 2001 Information Society Index, IDC and World Times
Inc. compared the progress of 55 countries pertaining to
various aspects of the Information Age. Taiwan was ranked
first in the Asian region for its accessibility to computers and
its internet prevalence. Moreover, Point Topic, an international
survey organization, reported in September 2002 that Taiwan
has the second highest ADSL penetration rate in the world,
with 6.3 ADSL lines per 100 people on average.

In the computer-enriched learning environments students are
able to broaden their global perspectives and creativity by
taking full advantage of various multi-media resources in the
classroom. In the 2001 International School Cyber Fair Taipei
had six winning entries, and eight in the following year.
< Comparison of Information Society Indices ( ISI ) in Asia >
ISI

Taiwan

Hong Kong

Japan

Singapore

China

2000

4

3

2

1

5

2001

1

2

3

4

5

Source: IDC and World Times

▼
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Taipei as the Financial Hub
The Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU)
predicted that Taiwan's business
environment will attain remarkable
progress in the next four years (20032006) and said that the island's overall
business climate has changed from
"good" to "very good". This improvement
was due to Taiwan's efforts to develop
its infrastructure on schedule, to ease
its foreign trade and foreign exchange
controls, and to build a stronger
economic relationship with Mainland
China.

FANTASTIC FINANCIAL ENVIRONMENT
As the island's financial center, Taipei has the most
ample resources and stable financial environment
in Taiwan. By April 2003 the City had 1,058
financial institutions, which included 864 local and
foreign banks, 75 local financial institutions, 38 life
insurance companies, 36 commercial insurance
companies, 19 securities and futures companies,
14 financial holding corporations, and 12 trust and
investment companies.
About 83% of Taiwan's financial organizations,
including 14 financial holding corporations, have
established their headquarters in Taipei. Securities
and futures companies, as well as insurance
corporations based in Taipei account for 62% and
42%, respectively, with the highest ratio on the
island. In addition, the market for overnight call
rates has sufficient capital and stable interest rates.

< Top > The Central Bank of Taiwan
< Bottom > Xinyi Planning Area: Taipei's Manhattan
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It is shown that Taipei has a solid financial structure, a stable
financial environment, and abundant financial resources, which
make it the prime location for multinational companies'
headquarters.

the world's tallest building and a hub of Asian financial
markets once its construction is completed in 2004. Currently,
distinguished companies like Cathay Life Insurance Co.,
Microsoft, Leman Brothers, and ABN-AMRO Bank have
decided to set up operations in the Taipei Financial Center.

NANKING FINANCIAL REGION: TAIPEI'S WALL STREET
This first-rate financial region lies between Songjiang Road,
Nanking East Road, Dunhua North Road, and Dunhua South
Road. In order to cope with strong competition every
commercial bank, local or foreign, establishes its branch here.
Traditional banks include Bank of Taiwan, Hua Nan Commercial
Bank, Taiwan Cooperative Bank, the International Commercial
Bank of China, China Union Trust, and the First Credit
Cooperative of Taipei. Foreign banks and new local banks,
such as E-sun Bank, Jih Sun Bank, Citibank, and Union Bank,
are also booming here.
Nanking Financial region, with excellent working environments
and easy access to the MRT system, is home to such famous
office buildings as Taipei Metro, Empire Building, Union
Commercial Building, Hung Kuo Building, and Hung Tai
Century Building. These buildings attract many local and
foreign enterprises as the prime locations for their office. A
number of hotels and department stores can also be found
here, adding more energy to this already boisterous business
region. There are the Westin Taipei, Brother Hotel, Breeze
Center, Sincere Co., Asia World, and Sunrise. Moreover, the
nearby Taipei Baseball Stadium is currently undergoing
expansion in order to become "Taipei Dome", a venue for largescale sports and entertainment events.
XINYI PLANNING AREA: TAIPEI'S MANHATTAN
The Xinyi Planning Area was conceived by the Taipei City
Planning Commission as an international financial center, and
as such has been a highly sought-after area for major local and
foreign enterprises. It is estimated that it will have over
300,000 workers and visitors per day in the near future. Such
international conference facilities as the Word Trade Center, the
Exhibition Hall, and International Conference Center are all
located in Xinyi Planning Area, which is rapidly emerging as
the popular commercial area for fashion and entertainment as
well. In short, the combination of business, finance, and
entertainment activities makes Xinyi Planning Area become
Taipei's Manhattan. A major ongoing local project is the Taipei
Financial Center (also known as Taipei 101), which will become

In addition to the Taipei Financial Center, Xinyi Planning Area
hosts many other well-known financial buildings, including
Capital Square, Exchange Square, Cathay Financial Center,
Shin Kong Manhattan Financial Building, and China Trust
Financial Building. These buildings offer professional office
environments for local businesses and attractive headquarter
locations for foreign enterprises. Gathering here are a
number of prominent companies include Intel, Chinese
Petroleum Corporation, UBS Warburg, China Trust, HSBC,
Citibank, Capital Securities Corp., Uni-President Enterprise
Corp., Shin Kong Life Insurance, Nan Shan Life Insurance,
Prudential, ING Aetna Life Insurance, Manulife-Taiwan, and
Hontai Life Insurance.
Currently the Taipei City Government is planning to build a
"Taipei Cultural and Sports Park" near the Dr. Sun Yat-sen
Memorial Hall. The park is designed to integrate the
neighborhood's cultural, recreational, and sports activities. In
the future the park will host international conferences and
large-scale sports and entertainment events, which will
doubtless create further business opportunities in the nearby
Xinyi Planning Area.

< Right > Taipei 101, the tallest
building in Asia, is located right in
Xinyi Planing area.
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Taipei as a Major
Distribution Center
Due to its highly developed
manufacturing and R&D capabilities,
Taiwan has long been a prime spot for
business headquarters in Asia.
According to statistics from the
Industrial Development Bureau of the
Ministry of Economic Affairs, 115
enterprises were approved to establish
their operation headquarters in Taipei
by March 7th, 2003. There are
currently 2,264 foreign enterprises
registered in Taipei, which is used as a
base for their financial, marketing, and
transportation activities to tap into the
vast Asian markets.

SEA AND AIR CARGO TRANSPORTATION
SYSTEMS
Sea cargo from the Greater Taipei area is shipped
from Keelung Harbor, Taipei Harbor, and Suao
Harbor. In 2002 cargo shipped from the Greater
Taipei area reached 98,972,296 tons, and the sales
reached NT$ 6 billion, a 25% rise from the previous
year. Due to the efforts to privatize port
administration and improve their labor hiring
system the average cargo handling time has
decreased by 45 minutes, and the labor cost per
cargo container has dropped by 25%. Additionally,
with the improvement in security check system, the
overall docking time has been lowered by 20%.

< Left > Taipei is a major distribution center in Asia duo to it's fast
and direct transportation systems.
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In 2002 the total volume shipped from Taipei Air Cargo
Terminal reached 1,380,748 tons, making it the 13th largest
terminal in the world. This made an annual growth rate of 16%
and accounted for 54.7% of the total cargo processed on the
island. International air cargo operators, such as UPS and
FedEx, have a total of 136 flights to and from Taiwan weekly.
The average custom clearance time for air cargo has been
reduced from four to two days, and from three minutes to one
minute for tourists. For instance, imported goods valued under
NT$ 3000 are exempt from tax duties in order to shorten the
custom clearance time. In addition, the Taipei Custom Bureau
offers 24-hour custom clearance assistance for international
parcel and air cargo.

FAST AND DIRECT DISTRIBUTION NETWORKS
Combined with the constantly improving Greater Taipei route
network, the expressway network forms a highly efficient
transportation system. This system will remarkably increase
Taipei's distribution efficiency and reinforce Taipei's status as
the operational hub of Taiwan's economy. In order to further
assist enterprises in setting up their headquarters in Taipei,
Taiwan's government has taken measures to further upgrade
the transportation system all over the island. A new "Taiwan
High Speed Rail" project is now underway to serve as a
transportation backbone between northern and southern
Taiwan. In 2008 people will be able to travel between cities in
western Taiwan in just less than an hour, and to travel to town
or village centers within the same living area in 30 minutes.
With the prospect of a 90-minute commute between Taipei and
Kaohsiung becoming a reality, business executives can visit all
their island-wide subsidiaries within only one day. Once this
dense transportation system is ultimately completed, Taiwan's
western corridor will be the first to benefit from a fast and direct
distribution network. In other words, enterprises whose
headquarters are located in Taipei will be able to fully take
advantage of the island's entire distribution network.

< Top > The expressway network forms a highly efficient transportation
system. This system will remarkably increase Taipei's distribution efficiency and
reinforce Taipei's status as the operational hub of Taiwan's economy.

< 2002 Computer Exhibitions held in the World Trade Center. >
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As Taiwan's capital, Taipei truly is an
"incubator" for a variety of emerging
industries. With its developing
infrastructure, Taipei is set to establish
itself as a hub of the global economy.
Foreign enterprises can gain a
competitive edge by operating in the
city's vigorous business environment
with high value-added industries,
user-friendly administrative services,
and supportive investment regulations.

> A Center of Various Industries

Investing in Taipei not only allows

> Facilities for International Conferences

enterprises to make best use of its

> Quick and accessible administrative services
> Comprehensive regulations of trade and investments

existing industries and R&D expertise,
but also helps pave the way towards
the vast Mainland Chinese market.
Taipei, the perfect place for multinational
enterprises to reach their global
marketing objectives.

< Top > The World Trade Centre, Taipei
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NANKANG SOFTWARE PARK

▼

A Center of Various Industries

Taipei strives to closely connect with business in R&D
of technology in order to attract multinational
enterprises around the world. To attain this goal the
city government has been planning to make the best
use of its abundant resources - technological talents,
R&D expertise, and easy access to information - in
order to establish integrated zones of high-tech
industries. For instance, Nankang Software Park,
Neihu Technology Park, and Knowledge-based
Economy Industrial Park(now Beitou-Shihlin
Technology Park) , are incorporated to share
computer resources, market information, and
technological expertise. Moreover, bio-technological
companies are highly welcome to establish their
headquarters/branch offices in those Parks stated
above. Through these efforts Taipei will doubtless
emerge as the Asian center of operations, R&D, and
talent enhancement for global high-tech industries.

Nankang Software Park was conceived with the
aim of promoting Taipei as the Asian Pacific
software center. The city is now aggressively
integrating academic, industrial, and research
resources into the development and advancement
of the semi-conductor industry. This Park, together
with its IC design campuses inside, is set to
establish Taipei as the center for the development
of IC designs and as a training institute for the
talents around the world.

The Park has a total area of 8.2 hectares, with the
rate for rent at US$ 8.9 per square meter per
month. With its "Intelligent Industrial Area" inside,
the Park offers the most advanced software
development environment. Professional management
combined with R&D, production, and marketing will
be able to cut operational costs. There are
academic and research institutes next to this Park,
such as the National Taiwan University and
Academia Sinica, the key research center in
Taiwan. It is accessible by the Chong-Shan
Expressway, the Second Northern Expressway, the
Taipei-Ilan Expressway, the Eastern Loop Highway,
East-West Highway, as well as Nankang and
Mucha MRT Lines.
According to a July 2000 survey by the leading
American IT magazine Wired, Nankang Software
Park ranked eighth among the world's 46 cities with
the highest IT potential, and was listed as the hightech leader in northern Taiwan. Currently, the IC
< Top > Nankang Software Park

design participants in the Park include the Industrial
Technology Research Institute (ITRI), Sony, and Philips;
information and software participants from IBM, Everelite
Technology, and Engsound Technological Enterprise; digital
industry participants from the Institute for Information Industry,
SMEC, Dynacomware; and biotech industry participants from
Academia Sinica, Taiwan Liposome Company, Microbio and
Far East Bio-Tec. As of June 2003, the high occupancy rate of
95.24% has contributed to over US$ 5.147 billion worth of
production value.
NEIHU TECHNOLOGY PARK
As a newly developed industrial zone in Taipei, Neihu
Technology Park covers 150 hectares in total, which includes
82.44 hectares of industrial spaces. This Park enjoys a great
location along major transportation routes, and has easy
access to the CKS International Airport and to Keelung Harbor.
Part of its land, reclaimed from the Keelung River, is currently
being developed into industrial, business, and recreational
areas. Furthermore, the completion of Neihu MRT Line will
bring more business and recreational potential to the Park.
The professionals in electronic technology and modern office
buildings give this Park a high-tech, fresh image. Located in
the economic, financial and political hub of Taiwan, this Park
takes full advantage of Taipei's abundant human,
technological, and financial resources. With over 2,100 local
and foreign companies, its current occupancy rate exceeds
90%, and employs 40,000 people. The annual production
value is estimated at over US$25 billion. More than half of the
companies in this Park belong to the technology industry, while
the rest is in the information and service sectors. Over 100
companies are listed in TSE/GTSM; IA, IT, IC and biotech
enterprises have also set up their R&D operations in Neihu.
Among them are Ulead, Audix, Yosun Group, Seimens,
Twinhead, Lite-On Electronics, Taiwan Cellular Corp., Far
Eastone, Easter Multimedia, CTI TV, Seednet, E-Ten, and
abGenomics Corp.
Neihu's business and developmental potential are highly
recognized by the international community. Presently such
well-known foreign enterprises as HP, Dell, and GE are
planning to set up operations in this Park. Neihu is definitely a
must-see for the industry delegations traveling to Taipei from
Mainland China and other countries.

< Top > Neihu Technology Park
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KNOWLEDGE-BASED ECONOMY INDUSTRIAL PARK
(NOW BEITOU-SHIHLIN TECHNOLOGY PARK)
Knowledge-based Economy Industrial Park is located near the crossing
of Shuanghsi and Keelung Rivers, spanning 194.92 hectares. It intends to
create a richly cultural atmosphere as well as combine technology and
lifestyle with nature. By forging world links through its industrial activities,
the Park offers a boost for the industrial development and
internationalization of Taipei City.
This Park is easily accessible by Zhishan and Mingte MRT stations.
Copious medical research resources are available from nearby hospitals,
such as Taipei Veterans General Hospital, National Taipei College of
Nursing, Shin Kong Memorial Hospital, Yang Ming Hospital, and Cheng
Hsin Medical Center. Moreover, there are bustling commercial and
cultural activities in Tianmu, Shilin, and the south area to the Shuanghsi
River.
Therefore, this Park is most suitable to develop knowledge-based
economic and hi-tech industries, such as biotech, media, information
technology, and telecommunication. An exclusive segment in the Park will
be designated for the knowledge-based economic industry as well as its
complimentary and service-oriented industries. This exclusive segment
will be the driving force to integrate technology, lifestyle, and nature.
Furthermore, together with the Taipei Astronomical Museum and the
Taiwan Science Education Center, a music hall will be opened to
synthesize the aspects of residency, employment, culture, and recreation
into a high-quality internet atmosphere. The City also plans to create an
illustrative community of ecology along the Shuanghsi River to shape the
green, sustainable environment.

< Right > The Beitou-Shihlin Technology Park is most suitable to develop knowledge-based
economic and hi-tech industries, such as biotech, media, information technology, and
telecommunication.
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BIO-TECHNOLOGICAL INDUSTRY CLUSTER
Food, medicine, and even manufacturing are now closely connected to the biotech industry, the
star industry of the 21st century. In order to provide a better environment for the development of
local and international biotech enterprises, the Taipei city government has taken a number of
steps. It set up a special promotion team focused on the biotech industry, developed a range of
incentive measures, and created investment channels, while at the same time planning to make
its own investment and ease the existing regulations. Taipei aims to become a leading city in
biotech industry.
The City enjoys wealthy resources and favorable conditions for biotech development. A number
of universities in the City have biotech-related departments, such as the National Taiwan
University, the Taipei Medical University, and the Yang-Ming Medical University. Leading research
institutes in this field include Academia Sinica and National Health Research Institute. In addition,
7 of 12 medical centers on the island are based in Taipei. Therefore, top-quality expertise is
Taipei's most primary resource in the development of biotech industry.
Around 200 out of Taiwan's 300 biotech companies (65%) are located in Taipei. In the last three
years 69 new biotech companies were established in Taiwan and 66% of them chose Taipei as
their operation base. The gathering of biotech enterprises in Taipei shows that the City is an
important starting location to develop biotech industry.

The Taipei City Government plans to form a "fence-free" cluster by
integrating Nankang Software Park, Neihu Technology Park, and
Knowledge-based Economy Park with universities, medical institutes, and
Academia Sinica. In order to efficiently commercialize the research

< Bio-technological industry >

results of biotech industry, the city government is also setting up
promotional teams, enacting supportive measures, increasing
investments, relaxing relevant regulations, encouraging industrial
exchanges, and improving biotech education.
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Facilities for International Conferences

The development of international conferences is often
the local indicator of prosperity and internalization.
Taipei City, with its unique culture and invigorating
energy, is taking on an increasingly important role in
the international arena. The City is currently exploring
the international conference market and tapping into
potential areas that will attract international tourists. It
is also expanding its connection with a number of sister
cities and striving to join a variety of international
organizations. Increasing exchanges with other cities
will further benefit the city economically. Over the years
Taipei has gradually developed its skills in event
management, which accounts for the rising number of
international conferences. As a result, Taipei city is
ranked the 20th of 25 best conference cities in the world
and third in Asia, according to a 2001 survey released
by the International Congress and Conference
Association (ICCA). The survey strongly reaffirms
Taipei's importance in the Asian conference market.

TAIPEI WORLD TRADE CENTER (TWTC)
Taipei World Trade Center, located in the business district of Eastern
Taipei, is a complex that incorporates Exhibition Hall, Taipei International
Convention Center, and Taipei International Trade Building. The TWTC's
object is to provide a single, modern venue that brings together
exhibition space, conference facilities, as well as trade-related services
and facilities for the development of international business.

< Left > Inside of Taipei World Trade Center Exhibition Hall.
< Top Right > From left, Taipei World Trade Center, Taipei 101 and TWTC Exhibition Hall.
< 2nd Top Right > Front view of TWTC Exhibition Hall.
< Bottom Right > Inside of TWTC Exhibition Hall.
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TWTC EXHIBITION HALL
Open in 1986, the Exhibition Hall has welcomed a million visitors annually. The seven-story hall covers
163,000 square meters and is one of the largest exhibition halls in Asia. The Hall serves as a venue for
Taipei International Trade Show with its 1,313 short-term display booths. The International Trade Mart
on the upper levels of the Hall comprises 1,052 showrooms and over 1,400 booths.
EXHIBITION HALL 2
Exhibition Hall 2 is located just a few minute's walk away from the main Hall and is also close to the
Warner Village and the Taipei Financial Center. Mainly hosting small and medium-sized exhibitions, this
space can be used as a complimentary hall for the large-scale exhibitions at the main Exhibition Hall. It
has a total floor area of 9,972 square meters and can accommodate 331 standard 3m x 3m booths.
Another 365 booths will be added to the exhibition space with the completion of Exhibition Hall 3.
TAIPEI INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION CENTER (TICC)
The growing number of conferences taking place in TICC is the major indicator of Taipei's significance
in the conference industry. In 2001 the number of international conferences held in TICC grew by 11%,
and the number of conference participants doubled to 32,448 from the previous year. TICC's efforts to
improve the international, as well as local, conference industry have paid off with TICC's reputation as
the top national and international conference venue. Recently the TICC was awarded the prestigious
World Trade Center Association's "Best Practice" title in recognition of its high international standards of
service.

This steel-structured building has 34 floors above and 3 floors below ground level. The multi-functional,
automated office building has disaster control, security and telecommunication systems, as well as an
artistic architectural look. The International Trade Building has been awarded a number of honors by
the Ministry of Interior for its innovative designs, especially those geared towards energy conservation.
The building offices are available for trade members and private organizations to rent. The variety of its
trade services and facilities, as well as connections with other centers around the world, makes the
building an alluring location for banks, law firms, accounting firms, and trade offices from Taiwan and
around the world. With regard to the level of occupancy rate, International Trade Building remains
unbeatable in the market.
NANKANG TRADE PARK
Nankang Trade Park will significantly expand Taipei's abilities to organize
international exhibitions and conferences, once it will be completed in 2005.
The Park will house a five-star hotel as well as a state-of-the-art conference
and exhibition center that can accommodate 2,600 booths. This location will
secure Taipei's position as an integral Asian host city for exhibitions and
conferences.

< Nankang Trade Park >

INTERNATIONAL TRADE BUILDING

< Administrative service on line >

▼
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Quick and accessible administrative services
In order to create a favorable investment environment, improve economic
development, and tap into various business opportunities, the Taipei City
Government actively releases its resources, simplifies its administrative
procedures, and provides faster, more convenient services.

ADMINISTRATIVE SERVICE ON LINE
Taipei City Government has established more than one Public Information Station in every prominent
business region, and has assisted mid and small-sizes businesses in setting up their Enterprise
Information Portals (EIPs), as well as so to facilitate networking applications for them. Business
regulations are also currently under review, with the necessary assistance and encouragement
offered by the city government to use public and private lands. The urban on-line environment will
eventually transform Taipei from an "E-city" into an "I-city" - Info Space, Info Service, and Info Culture.

MAJOR INVESTMENT SERVICE UNIT
The special team is designed to expedite the review
procedures for the significant investment projects. For
example, Pillar industries, whose investment in Taipei exceeds
NT$ 200 million (approximately US$5.8 million), were granted
the benefit of fast track cross-ministry services.

Contact No.:

886 - 2 - 8780 - 6863
886 - 2 - 2720 - 8889
Extension: 3346 / 3347

Email:

marian@mail.tcg.gov.tw

Website:

http://www.misu.taipei.gov.tw

SERVICE WINDOWS
In order to reduce investment difficulties, the city government creates
"One- Stop Service" windows in Taipei's high-tech industrial parks. These
service windows assist in the appraisal of business locations, fund
spending, tax breaks, channeling of resources from the public sectors, as
well as many other questions and concerns. Additionally, the City holds
frequent information seminars in order to provide the enterprises with the
necessary assistance in administrative management, transportation,
environment protection, security, funding, and other areas.
DEREGULATING ADMINISTRATIVE REGULATIONS
Another measure in Taipei's commitment to removing investment
obstacles is to promote the transparency and efficiency of administrative
procedures. Based on the collected suggestions, questionnaires, and
business visits the city government reviews current procedures regarding
business administration, city planning, environmental protection,
management of buildings, and taxes. In other words, the city
government manages the use of public land, assists the development of
private land, and coordinates Taipei's collaboration with its neighboring
cities.
SUPPORTIVE MEASURES FOR INVESTMENTS
"The Statute for the Encouragement of Private Investment" applies to
high-tech industry, urban regeneration enterprises, leisure industry,
biotech industry, and other business areas promoted by the City. A
number of measures, such as building regulations, land distribution and
access, tax subsidies and loan interest rates, financing channels, labor
training, and business consultations, also aim to improve Taipei's trading
environment and encourage more investments.

< Top > Fast and friendly administrative service windows.
< Top > Relaxing administrative regulations make investments easier and faster.
< Bottom > Supportive measures apply to urban regeneration enterprises in order to
encourage more investments.
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Comprehensive regulations for
trade and investments

INVESTMENT-RELATED REGULATIONS
A >> THE STATUTE FOR INVESTMENT BY FOREIGN NATIONALS.
Foreign companies engaged in general manufacturing, production of export products, import and
export activities, certain priority sectors, and other businesses conducive to the development of
national economy are eligible for the benefits offered under the Statute for Investment by Foreign
Nationals (SIFN).
Website: http://www.moeaic.gov.tw

B >> THE STATUTE FOR INVESTMENT BY OVERSEAS CHINESE
This Statute grants privileges and benefits to overseas Chinese, that are similar to those extended to
foreign investors. Application must be filed through the Investment Commission of the Ministry of
Economic Affairs.
Website: http://www.moeaic.gov.tw

C >> INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
IP law relates to policies, regulations, and systems in connection with patent right, right to exclusive use
of trademark, copyright, integrated circuit layout, trade secrets, and other intellectual property rights.
Website: http://www.tipo.gov.tw/index.asp

D >> INVESTMENT METHODS FOR SPECIAL PATENTS AND TECHNOLOGY
Patents and technology that are unavailable here can serve as investment capital for foreigners and
overseas Chinese. This applies to those products and services that improve quality and/or reduce
their costs.
Website: http://www.tipo.gov.tw/index.asp

E >> INVESTMENT INCENTIVES
The government offers preferential taxes, tax-free incentives, low-interest loans, and government
participation in investments in order to develop a favorable environment for foreign and overseas
Chinese investors in Taiwan. Such encouragement of investment by foreign companies is intended
to upgrade Taiwan's industrial standard.
Website: http://www.moeaidb.gov.tw

F >> FAIR TRADE
Fair trade laws ensure a maintained trading order, protection of consumers' interests, fair
competition, as well as promotion of economic stability and prosperity. The economic "competition"
overlooked by the law refers to the enterprise's conduct to contest trading opportunities within the
same market, where one or more enterprises offer more favorable price, quantity, quality, or service.
Website: http://www.ftc.gov.tw/index.html
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G >> ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION
The Environmental Protection Administration (EPA) is set up at the national level and responsible for
the development of environmental standards and drafting related legislations. To date, it has
primarily concentrated on the improvement of water quality, toxic waste disposal, and solid waste
management.
Website: http://www.epa.gov.tw

H >> FOREIGN TRADE
Regulations of foreign trade are created to promote the legal trading, that is beneficial to Taiwan's
economic development, in a spirit of liberalization, internationalization, fairness, and reciprocity.
Regulations cover export and import of commodities and other related matters.
Website: http://www.trade.gov.tw

I >> CORPORATE LAWS
Foreign companies wishing to do business in Taiwan must apply for authorization from the Ministry of
Economic Affairs. They must also register with the local authority of the area in which their branch
office is to be established.
Website: http://www.moea.gov.tw

J >> VISITOR AND RESIDENT VISAS
Visitor visas are granted to foreign nationals who intend to travel, conduct business, study, receive
training, or visit relatives in Taiwan. Resident visas are issued to foreign nationals who intend to stay in
Taiwan for more than six months to study, conduct research, work, invest, preach a religion, join other
family members, or other legitimate reasons. To stimulate and maximize investment, the process for
obtaining resident visas has been substantially simplified by the government in recent years.
Website: http://www.immigration.gov.tw

K >> MAJOR INVESTMENT SERVICE UNIT
Any local or foreign investment over NT$200 million (about US$5.8 millions) that matches specific
categories is named a significant investment project. A special service team will be organized by the
City Government to work for significant investment projects to minimize investment obstacles.
Website: http://www.law.taipei.gov.tw

L >> MANAGING REGULATIONS OF TAIPEI TECHNOLOGY PARK
These regulations, which apply to different types of light industries located in the Park, were drawn
up in order to promote the overall use of its land, to introduce new industries, and to improve the
surrounding physical environment.
Website: http://www.law.taipei.gov.tw

Comprehensive regulations for
trade and investments

M >> HOTEL MANAGEMENT REGULATIONS
These regulations cover standards of operation, management, sanitary inspections, and appraisal in
order to ensure customers' safety and enhance quality of service.
Website: http://www.law.taipei.gov.tw

TAX-RELATED REGULATIONS
A >> INCOME TAX
Foreign operations in Taiwan are subject to two separate types of income taxation. The first is the
corporate income tax, and the second is individual income tax.
Website: http://www.ntat.gov.tw

B >> CUSTOMS DUTIES
Customs duties on imported items are collected based on government's tariff structure. These
tariffs have been greatly reduced over the past years, since the government committed to promote
free trade and to encourage imports.
Website: http://wwweng.dgoc.gov.tw

C >> BUSINESS TAX
This refers to the value-added tax (VAT) scheme. It is a type of a general sales tax, applicable to the
majority of goods and services (including imports). For the most part, businesses can offset the
sales tax with the VAT levied on the purchase of their goods and services. At present, VAT rate is
5% of the total sales amount.
Website: http://www.tpctax.gov.tw

D >> REFUND OF DUTIES AND TAXES LEVIED ON THE IMPORTED RAW MATERIALS
Raw materials imported in order to be used in processing for export could be exempt from import
duty if they are re-exported within one year of initial entry.
Website: http://wwweng.dgoc.gov.tw

E >> CUSTOMS BONDED FACTORIES
Export-processing factories may register as bonded factories with the approval of Customs. All
imported raw materials, except those ineligible for bonding as defined by the Ministry of Finance
and the Ministry of Economic Affairs, can be exempted from customs duties upon export.
Website: http://wwweng.dgoc.gov.tw
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F >> ESTABLISHMENT AND MANAGEMENT OF BONDED WAREHOUSES
When goods arrive at a local port, the consignee may, prior to completing the import declaration,
apply to the Customs for permission to store the goods in a bonded warehouse. The goods may be
then re-exported free of customs duty within the chosen period of time for storage in a warehouse.
During the storage period, the owner of the goods or the bearer of the warehouse receipt may apply
to the Customs for permission to reorganize and re-pack the goods within the bonded warehouse.
Website: http://wwweng.dgoc.gov.tw

LABOR REGULATIONS
A >> LABOR STANDARDS LAW
Working conditions cannot fall below the minimum standards established by the Labor Law in order
to ensure workers' welfare and foster healthy, balanced relations between labor and management.
The law addresses employment conditions, working hours, wages, occupational safety, and matters
relating to the employment of women and children.
Website: http://www.cla.gov.tw

B >> TAKING LEAVE
Any worker is permitted to take time off in case of marriage, pregnancy, bereavement, sickness, and
other legitimate reasons.
Website: http://www.cla.gov.tw

C >> EMPLOYMENT REGULATIONS FOR FOREIGN NATIONALS AND OVERSEAS CHINESE
These regulations apply to foreign nationals and overseas Chinese employed by any locally
registered organization or business, private or public.
Website: http//www.idic.gov.tw

< Yo-yo Ma holds an outdoor concert in Taipei City. >

< Travelling around Taipei City through MRT System. >

< Eating out in Taipei city is delicious and affordable. >

< Busy crowds in one of the main shopping spots in Taipei City. >

Living in
Taipei
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Taipei City is the most magnificent city
of Taiwan and one of the most
outstanding cities in Asia. In many
aspects Taipei, with its tall buildings,
bustling streets, and a myriad of
business opportunities, is quite similar

> Consumer Information

to other Asian cities. What makes it

> Convenient Transportation

stand out is the warmth and

> Health Services

friendliness of its population, delicious

> Education

cuisine, and diverse landscape. The
unceasing energy and activity of
Taipei makes it a loveable, friendly,
and entertaining place to live.

< Top > Taan Forest Park in Taipei City
< Right > Ximenting's Red Theater

▼
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Consumer Information
Living, eating out, and getting around Taipei City is quite affordable.
According to England's Economic Information Center, the two most
important factors in determining living standards are the exchange rate and
prices. The Center's ranking of living standards compared food, clothing,
living, and transportation costs among 130 cities, and determined that the
cost of living in Taipei City is one of the lowest in Asia.
2002 Ranking of living costs in major Asian cities

Ranking position

Taipei

Tokyo

Hong Kong

Singapore

Shanghai

18

1

3

9

14

< Right > Riverside parks of Taipei City

< Top > Shopping in Taipei City

Source: The Economist

LIVING IN TAIPEI CITY
Taipei City's attractions include more than a bustling, high technology economic environment. More
importantly, it offers superior facilities for relaxation and leisure.
>> INNS AND HOTELS
Taipei City has a variety of world-class hotels, many of which are owned or managed by well-known
international hotel chains. Their five-star rankings guarantee excellent service and customer
satisfaction. Twin rooms cost on average of US$ 177 per night, and business hotels charge on
average US$ 88 per night.
(For Food and Lodging, see Appendix 1)
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>> REAL ESTATE AND RENTAL COSTS
For a majority of foreigners, the cost of lodging in
Taipei City is much lower than Hong Kong or
Tokyo. A studio room can be rented at a rate of
US$ 9 per square foot per month and a threeroom apartment for US$ 8-12 per square foot per
month. Most foreigners choose apartments
located in Tianmu or the Xinyi District. In
addition, The Beitou District and Yangmingshan
area often have homes or villas for rent or sale.
>> GLOBAL VILLAGE
For the convenience of foreign investors, the
government is planning three kinds of global
villages: residences for businessmen, high-class
multiple residences, and villages with high
concentrations of foreigners. Residences for
businessmen provide 24-hour, hotel-like services
including family care, exercise facilities, and
business meeting facilities. They cost two to four
times more than ordinary residences. High-class
multiple residences tend to be in managed
districts and feature separate villas or duplexes,
and are up to twice as expensive as ordinary
residences. The Tianmu neighborhood features
educational, commercial and recreational
facilities that make an easy and enjoyable
lifestyle. Mass rapid transit (MRT) stations are
located nearby and other types transportation
are easily accessible. Many foreigners choose
to live here, even though living costs are a bit
higher than ordinarily.

The Exchange Rate used here is:

1 US Dollar = 34 NT Dollars

< Top > Taipei Yuenshan Hotel
< 2nd Top > International Hyatt Hotel in Taipei is located in
the center of XinYi Commercial area.
< Bottom > International Fareast Hotel in Taipei.
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EATING OUT
Because of Taipei City's distinctive urban districts, there are a wide variety of places to eat and
drink. In addition to Hunanese, Sichuanese, Cantonese and other Chinese regional specialties,
there are American, European, Italian, Middle Eastern, Indian and Thai cuisines. Taipei City is truly
a gourmet's paradise - from the finest restaurants to small street stalls, one can enjoy delicacies
from all over the world.
>> TRADITIONAL SNACKS
Taipei City snacks are unique in the world. Their innumerable varieties are distinctly flavored,
delicious, and cheap. Snacks can be virtually found on every street, from the casual night markets
to up-scale department stores and food courts. Strolling through a night markets is a special habit
of Taipei residents, and each of the city's night markets has its unique character and food. The
night markets most famous among tourists are the Shihlin, Raohe, Huaxi St., and Tonghua night
markets.
< Left >
Front Entry of Hwaxi Night
Market
< Middle >
Street eats in Ninghsia Night
Market
< Right >
A food court in a shopping
center

>> EXOTIC TASTES
If you would like to taste the food of different countries around the world, Taipei City is a place for
you. Here you can try Italian, French, German, American, Japanese, Korean, and Vietnamese, as
well as Indian, Nepalese, Pakistani, and Tunisian cuisine. For a gourmet adventure, discover the
Dinghao quarter or the area around Dunhua North Road and Nanjing East Road, which houses
numerous restaurants, each with its own distinct flavor and atmosphere waiting to be explored.
< Left >
A steak house in Yongkong
Street
< Middle >
A restaurant in Tianmu
Shopping Area
< Right >
An open air cafe in Xinyi
Shopping Area
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SHOPPING IN TAIPEI CITY
Taipei City shopping experience is also diverse and exciting. In addition to
many shopping malls and department stores, the markets are virtually
packed with traditional stalls and city streets are lined with smaller shops.
Such collection of shops is an important part of the City's character and
offers anything you may need, sometimes at rock-bottom prices. If you are
not in the mood to spend, walking past Taipei's countless shops and stalls
can turn into a memorable window-shopping experience.
>> SHOPPING AREA
XINYI SHOPPING AREA
This is Taipei city's most rapidly developing area. It offers opportunities for
shopping, eating out, entertainment, and relaxation. Ultra-modern cinemas,
department stores, fashion boutiques, merchandise centers, chain stores,
and restaurants can be found here.
DINGHAO SHOPPING AREA
Situated between Zhuengxiao East Road, Fuxing North Road, and Dunhua
North Road are the many fashion boutiques and quality restaurants of
Dinghao. Department stores and stylish fashion shops offer products from
around the world. This shopping area is usually packed on holidays.
TAIPEI TRAIN STATION SHOPPING AREA
The Taipei Train Station area is the hub of the city's public transportation, as
well as the seat of Taiwan's government. The Presidential Palace, the
Legislative Yuan, and the Executive Yuan are all located in the area. There
are also many hotels, restaurants, fashion boutiques, and bookstores in the
area. This shopping area is constantly buzzing with activity.
XIMENTING SHOPPING AREA
Ximenting is a young people's shopping paradise, packed with restaurants
and popular stores. It is a loud and colorful area that attracts large crowds
of people to see a movie, watch street performances, or simply stroll
through its streets.

< Top > Taipei City tour buses
< 2nd Top > Warner Village located in Xinyi Shopping Area
< Bottom > Ximenting Shopping Area
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HUAYIN STREET SHOPPING AREA
In the past Huayin Street used to be called Taipei Train Station's "backside". It is near the railway and
mass rapid transit (MRT) stations, and was the earliest commercial neighborhood in Taipei City. Now
the stores in this neighborhood stock plenty of leather goods, clothing, shoes, and general merchandise.
DALI STREET CLOTHING SHOPPING AREA
In the 1980s clothing wholesalers gradually gathered in the area around Dali Street and the Wanhua
Train Station. Women and children's clothing of every type was sold there. Retailers also came to
Dali Street often to stock their shops.

>> STREETS FOR SHOPPING
In addition to these six shopping areas the Taipei City's Business Administration Office named 12
other streets as the centers of future commerce.
YUANLING STREET SHOE SHOPPING AREA
Area: Yuanling street between Chuengqing S. Rd. and Boai Rd.

Yuanling Street is so called "Shoes Street", since most stores concentrate in shoes sales, usually
favored by "office ladies" for good qualities and reasonable prices. The shoes association holds
strategic cooperation with Taipei County Shoes Industry and Technique Center for exhibition, R&D,
as well as promotion of quality image and export. Here you can best enjoy shopping fun for highquality fashion shoes far beyond its price.
YONGKANG & FUZHU VILLAGE SHOPPING AREA
Area: Yongkang St. & its LN 23, Lishui St., and LN 243 of Jinhua St.

Adjacent to Taan Forest Park, this culture-enriched area gathers about 400 restaurants and
boutiques along Yongkang Park, including local meals, exotic foods, featured cuisine, and
individual-characterized boutiques. It appears not only the most elegant residential and school
district, but also a shopping place with art, cuisine, recreation, and culture. Here is acknowledged as the
paradise of delicacies by Taipei citizens, as well as the favorite place for international super stars.
AIKUO E. RD. WEDDING SHOPPING AREA
Area: Aikuo E. Rd. between Roosevelt Rd. and Hangzhou S. Rd.

< Top >
Yuanling Street Shoe
Shopping Area
< Middle >
Yongkang & Fuzhu Village
Shopping Area
< Bottom >
Aikuo E. Rd. Wedding
Shopping Area

Next to CKS Memorial Hall, here stands over 20 wedding photo studios, becoming one of the most
gathered area for photo professionals, various gorgeous wedding dresses, and full services in city.
Customers from the rest of Taiwan, as well as Hong Kong, Singapore, Japan, and Korea, are drawn
to the glory in lens, and very ready for their romantic big days with aid of professionals. When
beautiful spotlights decorate the street, and elegant models in splendid windows declare the
coming happiness, the efforts from the City Government show the fruits.
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XIYUAN ROAD BUDDHIST APPLIANCE AND HERB LANE SHOPPING AREA
Area: the section of Xiyuan Rd. between Guilin Rd. and Guangzhou St. & neighboring
LN224 of Xichang St.

On Xiyuan Rd. (the Buddhist Appliance Road) around Lungshan Temple,
Buddhist sculpture was initiated when Taiwanese pioneer colonists stayed
their religious life in new land and kept to pray in temple or at home to
ancestors and gods they believed in hometowns. Aside from religious
goods, old master's sculpturing and coloring Buddhist models, as well as
sewing satin, witness spirit and energy of traditional industry. In addition,
as the largest herb sale center in Taiwan, LN 224 of Xichang St. used to
supply prayers in Lungshan Temple with Chinese herbs during the past
hundred years.
DIHUA STREET AND TEA SHOPPING AREA
Area: Dihua St. Section I (between Nanjing W. Rd. and Guisui St.), intersection of
Ganzhou St. and Baoan St., and around Chao Yang Park, Gangu St., and Nanjing W. Rd.

Dihua St. is the most fashionable shopping area for foreign visitors, since it
is well known for old-style Taiwanese buildings, featured local foods and
tea, various Chinese medicines, as well as colorful cloth for making
garments. Next to Hsiahai Chenghuang Temple, here is extremely crowded
by shopping people all the time when Chinese New Year Big Sale comes
every year.
SIHPING STREET SHOPPING AREA
Area: the shopping area enclosed by Changchun Rd., Yitong St., Nanjing E. Rd., and
Songjiang Rd.

Surrounded by many office buildings, this shopping area is substantially full
of characterized and specialty shops, such as special local meals and
clothing stores to meet working people's demands. Want some different
afternoon break? There are Leofoo Hotel, Chang Chun Theater, and Sih
Ping Park around for your choice.
TIANMU W. RD. AND SECTION VII ZHONGSHAN N. RD. SHOPPING AREA
Area: centered in the circle of Zhongshan N. Rd. Section VII, Tianmu E. and W. Rd., north
to the circle of LN181 Zhongshan N. Rd. Section VII, and west to Huang Brook at the end
of Tianmu W. Rd.

Tianmu shopping area keeps teasing visitors' adventures and curiosities
with its curving and crossing lanes overspread on natural topography, along
which are establishment of personal-styled boutiques, as well as cafes and
restaurants of Chinese, Western, or Southeastern Asia cuisines. Being so
called "United Nation of Cuisine", here is the place gourmets must come.
< Top > Sihping Street Shopping Area
< 2nd Top & Bottom >
Tianmu W. Rd. and Section VII Shopping Area
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CAMERA SHOPPING AREA
Area: Boai Rd. between Zhongxiao W. Rd. and Hankou St., and Hankou St. Section I.

Camera sale on Boai Rd. and Hankou St. for more than thirty years has shaped here the best market
for camera and its accessories. In addition, many audio equipment stores, that used to locate on
Chunghua Rd., moved here due to new urban planning. This makes shoppers, no matter
professional or amateur, satisfied with the variety of high-quality camera and audio equipments at
wholesale prices and expert services.
NEIHU RECREATIONAL SHOPPING AREA
Area: Chenggong Rd. Section IV between LN30 to No.170, and LN30 and Alley 6 LN182 Chenggong Rd. Section IV.

Here collects hundreds of department stores, boutiques, cafes, SPA beauty care, and clothing
stores. With Tahu Park and Pihu Park near by, this area assures convenience on food, dress, living,
and recreation in daily life. Walking along those characterized and decorated shops in the murky
evening is highly recommended.

CLOTHING ACCESSORY SHOPPING AREA
Area: LN 61 Yanping N. Rd. Section II, LN167 Nanjing W Rd.,LN155 Nanjing W Rd., and LN46 Chongqing N Rd.
Section II, and nearby similar blocks

Where fashion and beauty lovers cannot miss is the place adjacent to attractive Chiencheng Circle
and Ninghsia Night Market. This area is the only wholesale center for cloth accessories in Taiwan.
Full of cloth accessory, such as silk ribbons, weaving ribbons, laces, zips, beads, leather products,
glass diamonds, and buttons, here is a fantastic place for creative DIY people.
QINGNIAN ROAD SHOPPING AREA
Area: Qingnian Rd. between LN 125 Xizang Rd. and Kuoxing St.

Along Qingnian Rd. Youth Park provides the whole family with comfortable spaces to relax. As the
birthplace of shaking black tea shops in Taipei, Qingnian Rd. is full of tea lounges, where people
can simply enjoy complete easiness and wonderful taste of black tea without pressure.
< Left >
Camera Shopping Area
< Middle >
Clothing accessory
Shopping Area
< Right >
Wenchang Street Furniture
Shopping Area

WENCHANG STREET FURNITURE SHOPPING AREA
Area: Wenchang street between Anhe Rd. and Tonghua St.

Collecting over 40 furniture stores in the section of Wenchang St. near Xinyi Rd., this "Furniture
Street" substantially wins admiration from architects and interior designers because of the qualities
and varieties. Custom-made furniture is also available from the stores here. Its adjacency to
Lingjian St. night market and Tong-hua Fu-tei Temple brings up vigorous business all year round.
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>> MARKETS
HOLIDAY FLOWER MARKET
Taipei's Holiday Flower Market is one of the world's largest. It constantly
features different horticultural exhibitions and activities. Here one can find
potted plants, fresh blooms, seedlings, teas, seeds, fertilizers, and other
kinds of gardening materials. Every weekend it attracts 20,000 to 30,000
people who come to relax and enjoy its beautiful products.
HOLIDAY JADE MARKET
Jade stones and jewelry, as well as ceramics, gems, pearls, and amber can
be found at this market. Besides selling jade accessories, a jade appraisal
committee was formed to maximize the quality of the services offered.
GUANGHUA COMPUTER MARKET
Guanghua Computer Market is also known as Taipei's Akibahara, a
namesake of Tokyo's famous computer street. All kinds of computer video,
sound equipment parts, as well as CDs, VCDs, and DVDs can be bought
cheaply here. In addition, the market sells posters, athletic goods, as well
as used books and magazines.
COMPREHENSIVE MARKETS
These comprehensive markets can be found almost anywhere in the city.
They sell all kinds of fresh food, clothes, snacks, general merchandise, and
daily necessities. Prices here are generally lower than in convenience
stores. Comprehensive markets are noteworthy for their extremely friendly
shopping environment.

< Top Left > Holiday Flower Market
< Bottom Left > Holiday Jade Market
< Right> Comprehensive markets
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HISTORIC SIGHTSEEING
Long Shan and Bao An Temples, the Water
Museum, the Hot Springs Museum, the Grass
Mountain Public Baths, as well as Ximenting's
Red Theater are among Taipei's most famous
historic sites and tourist attractions. Every year
more than one hundred thousand overseas
visitors come to view them. Taipei's 64 sites of
historic importance, which cover different
periods and aspects of the city, equip visitors
with a good understanding of Taipei's rich
cultural heritage and distinctive history.
CULTURAL LIFE
There are numerous opportunities to attend
cultural performances in Taipei at such famous
venues as the National Palace Museum, the
Chang Kai-shek Memorial Hall, the Dr. Sun Yatsen Memorial Hall, the Zheung Shan Hall, the
Taipei City Stage, and the National History
Museum. Moreover, there are more than one
hundred other performance venues, both small
and large-scale, all around the city. Chungshan
North Road is well known for its many galleries
and antique stores, and Beitou features various
ceramic shops and workshops. Taipei City
offers a culturally fertile and vigorous
environment in which both performance and
visual arts enjoy a thriving existence.
NIGHT LIFE
Contrary to many European and American cities,
Taipei is genuinely a city that does not sleep. As
the night falls on the city, it truly comes alive in
all its beauty and nocturnal excitement. If you
would like Western-style entertainment, you can
try the bars around the Taiwan Normal
University, Shuangcheng Street, Linsen North
Road, Anhe Road, or the foreign bars around
Tianmu. If you are in a mood for some local
entertainment, try visiting the Taiwanese-style
outdoor beer houses.

< Top > Long Shan Temple
< Middle Left > The Taipei Artists Village < Middle Right > The National History Museum
< Bottom > Night Lives in Taipei City
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TAIPEI'S ENTERTAINMENT
When it comes to entertainment, Taipei City is similar to other
international metropolises. In addition to its busy bars and
restaurants, Taipei has outstanding natural landscape and an
eclectic mix of culture. Convenience stores, karaoke bars
(KTVs), comic stores, foamy tea shops, cafes, cinemas, fitness
centers, book stores, and food stands are available 24 hours a
day. Taipei City residents are never concerned with running
out of things to do.
GREEN NATURE
YANGMINGSHAN NATIONAL PARK
The Datun Extinct Volcano is located at the heart of this
beautiful national park. In addition to its 13 hot springs, gas
vents in different sizes are scattered on the landscape,
surrounded by sulfur deposits. Simulated by the area's
terrestrial heat, fog may suddenly appear and completely
obscure the area. Faulted rocks, small volcanic lakes, and tall
grasses are typical for this area.
The park has many kinds of terrain, lush vegetation, and good
places for bird and animal watching. At least 18 kinds of
mammals, 110 kinds of birds, 21 kinds of amphibians, 40 kinds
of reptiles, 160 kinds of butterflies, and over 1,124 kinds of
plants can be found in the park. The flower blooming season
takes place from February to March and attracts hundred
thousands of flower lovers yearly.
ECOLOGICAL PARKS
At present there are four nature parks in Taipei City.
Mudskipper populations inhabit Kuandu Nature Park's
mudslides and migrating aquatic birds frequently fly over its
mangrove swamps. From September to April flocks of wild
ducks and geese can be seen at the Hwachiang Waterfowl
Nature Park. You can find a nice view of splendid mountain
ranges, as well as various species of snails and frogs living in
Four Beasts Mountains Public Forest Park. Neishuangshi Forest
Nature Park is noted for its distinctive geology, dense ferns,
and medicinal herbs. Besides these four parks, Taipei City has
the largest zoo in Asia - an enjoyable place to visit with family
and friends.

< Top Right > Yang Ming Shan National Park

RELAXING ON THE FARM
With Taipei's busy traffic and high populations, people can
find it difficult to garden. However, thanks to the city's leisure
farms, it is still possible to get away from the city's activity and
reconnect with nature. Leisure farms grow various plants:
strawberries, oranges, vegetables, flowers and teas. These
plants are grown on two to three hundred plots of land around
the city. The residents can pick flowers, fruits, and vegetables
on 15 different farms all year round. Famous leisure farms
include Cingtiangang Grassland, Muzha Maokung Tea
Houses and the Tea Research, Development & Promotion
Center, as well as the Nei Shuang Shi Experimental Farm.
NATURE WALKS
Taipei is located in a basin with mountains on all sides, and
surrounded by several rivers. The city government created
many paths for mountain climbing, walking along river
embankments, and bicycling. In particular, Taipei City has
three famous natural trails: the Tiger Mountain natural trail with
its summer fireflies, the Old Tianmu Road that follows an old
water pipeline, and the Elephant Mountain natural trail that
features stalactites, precipices, and huge boulders.

▼

< Mass Rapid Transit line >
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Convenient Transportation
According to survey conducted by Asia Week in 2000, it only took Taipei
residents on average 24 minutes a day to commute to work, the shortest
commuting time in all of Asia.
< Average daily commuting times in Asia >

Average daily
commuting time (mins)

Taipei

Singapore

Hong Kong

Shanghai

Peking

Tokyo

24

30

30

40

45

56

Source: Asia Week

AIRPORTS
SUNGSHAN DOMESTIC AIRPORT
The Sungshan Domestic Airport is at the northern end of Dunhua North Road, and is easily
accessible from any part of the city. The flights to Taiwan's all major cities and offshore islands
depart from Sungshan. In 2002 the airport serviced about 15,000 flights and more than 1,230,000
passengers monthly.
Website: http://www.tsa.gov.tw

TAOYUAN CHIANG KAI-SHEK INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
Chiang Kai-shek International Airport is 40 kilometers away from Taipei City, or about 40 minutes
away by taxi. The airport has two terminals and conveniently encompasses (in addition to regular airline
services, customs and immigration, and quarantine administration) financial, insurance, post, and
telecommunication services, shops, restaurants, an airport hotel, and even Aviation History Museum.
Website: http://www.cksairport.gov.tw
< Flying times between Taipei City and the Eight Major Asian Cities >

Flying time
(hrs)

Tokyo

Seoul

Shanghai

Hong Kong

Manila

Kuala Lumpur

Singapore

Sydney

4:15

3:25

4:05

1:45

2:00

4:30

6:40

6:40

Source: Chiang Kai-shek International Airport Schedule
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MASS RAPID TRANSIT:
SAFE, CONVENIENT, COMFORTABLE
Since Taipei City's mass rapid transit (MRT) system began to
operate, life in Taipei has been greatly improved. The basic
ticket price is only $NT 20 (about US$ 0.6), and it is free to
transfer on bus to travel beyond the MRT lines. Therefore,
traveling just about anywhere in Taipei City is extremely
convenient.

A HIGH CONCENTRATION OF BUSES
Taipei City has over 269 bus routes with numerous buses
servicing each route. The buses carry on average 28
passengers per trip each day, and a total of 1,865,000
passengers daily. Adult tickets cost NT$ 15 (about US$ 0.40).
Bus service begins at 8:00 am and ends at 11:30 pm. Detailed
operation information can be found in the bus handbook.
Source: http://tcba.tcg.gov.tw

By the end of 2002, the mass rapid transit system carried
950,000 passengers daily, and a total of 114,000,000
passengers so far since operated. At the present, 67.2
kilometers of routes are completed, with another 52.8
kilometers under construction. The new routes will extend to
Tucheng, Neihu, Xinzhuang and Lusho. Once completed the
MRT system will be 120 kilometers long, and expected to carry
2,000,000 passengers daily by the end of 2010.

EXTENSIVE TRAIN SERVICE
Taipei City Train Station is the center of Taiwan's rail system.
Traveling by train is convenient, and due to Taiwan's highly
developed telecommunications infrastructure passengers can
easily keep in touch by cell phones during their trips. In order
to diversify passenger service, the Taiwan Rail Administration
Office operates both luxury and ordinary trains.

Source: http://www.dorts.gov.tw

Tickets are sold between 8:00 am and 21:00 pm, and can
< The MRT Approved Network in Taipei City >

be purchased through a computer sales network on the

( http:/railway.hinet.net ) or on the phone
( 886-0800-080-412 ).
internet

ROAD ROUTES
Roads in the western part of the city are older, narrower, and
more congested. On the contrary, roads in the east part are
newer and more spacious. Chong-shan Expressway and the
Second Expressway link Taipei City with its neighboring cities
and counties. Six-lane highways connect Taipei with Danshui,
Sanchong, Xinzhuang, Banqiao, Zhonghe and Yonghe,
Xindian and, Xizhi.
COMFORTABLE AND SAFE TAXI SERVICE
Taipei City is perhaps the world's easiest metropolis in which to
hail a cab. Day or night, all you need to do is step outside you
door then one or even two taxis will come to you. Fares begin
to increase after the initial NT$ 70 charge (around US$ 2).
Source: Taipei City Mass Rapid Transit Office

In order to protect female passengers, especially at night,
Taipei City has established an exclusive, toll-free 24-hour
telephone line to call a taxi ( 0800-055850 ) .

▼
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Health Services
There are numerous hospitals and clinics throughout Taipei City. At the end
of 2002 there were 10,339 pharmacists and 2,733 medical clinics, including
25 emergency hospitals. All of the medical facilities are connected by an
online computer system. In 2001 there were 80.95 beds per ten thousand
city residents, and 101.83 doctors per ten thousand city residents in Taipei
(higher than the ratio in Peking, Seoul, Hong Kong, or Singapore,
respectively).
(for further medical information, see Appendix 2)

< Comparison of medical facilities in Taipei City and Asia's major cities >
Taipei

Peking

Seoul

Hong Kong

Singapore

Hospital beds
per 10,000 residents

80.95

65.09

53.11

51.56

5.80

Doctors and nurses
per 10,000 residents

101.83

63.40

44.81

112.96

76.97

Source: Taipei City, Department of Statistics

FRIENDLY AND QUALITY MEDICAL CARE
In order to provide proper medical care for foreigners, several hospitals have added foreign
language speakers to their staff. Health booklets and media presentations are available in many
languages, including English, Japanese, Vietnamese, and other languages. In addition, there are
multilingual volunteers working at city hospitals that care for hospitalized foreigners.

For assistance in languages other than Mandarin, call the volunteer hotline at

886-2-27287119 or 886-2-27287120.

STAYING HEALTHY AND ACTIVE IN TAIPEI

< Top > Jen-Ai Hospital
< Right > Tai-An Hospital

Taipei residents enjoy socializing and taking part in various leisure activities. The Taipei City
government is beginning to develop twelve local exercise centers, including swimming pools,
badminton courts, ping pong tables, dancing studios, fitness and martial arts centers, reading
rooms, chess studios, and a children's theater. The Zhong-shan District Exercise Center was the
first to open in March 2003, and the Bei-tou District Exercise Center will open in late December
2003.
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▼

Education

Taipei has numerous schools that specialize in educating foreign students,
such as American, European, and Japanese Schools. Their excellent
facilities and quality of teaching are recognized internationally and their
curriculum parallels that of their home countries.
Taipei is also a good place to study Chinese, with plenty of classes offered at various language
learning centers. You may choose to take private lessons or register in university classes. The
Mandarin Training Center at the National Taiwan Normal University is renowned for its language
program among Taipei's public schools, and the Taipei Language Institute among private institutions.
< Foreign Schools in Taipei >
School Name

For Children's Age

Contact

Taipei American School

Kindergarten ~ Year 12

Tel: 886-2-28739900
Website: http://www.tas.edu.tw
Address: No.800, Zhongshan North Road section 6, Taipei

Taipei Japanese School

Year 1 - Year 9

Tel: 886-2-28723801
Website: http://www.taipeijs.org
Address: No.785, Zhongshan North Road section 6, Taipei

Taipei French School

Kindergarten ~ Year 9

Tel: 886-2-28622623
Website: http://www.fi-taipei.org/education/frame_education.html
Address: No.31, Jianye Road, Yangmingshan, Taipei

Taipei German School

Kindergarten to Year 9

Tel: 886-2-28622930
Website°Ghttp://www.dasan.de/ds_taipei
Address: No.31, Jianye Road, Yangmingshan, Taipei

Taipei U. K. School

Kindergarten to Year 9

Tel: 886-2-28622919
Website: http://www.tbs.tp.edu.tw
Address: No.31, Jianye Road, Yangmingshan, Taipei

Taipei Korean
Primary School

Kindergarten to Year 6

Tel: 886-2-23039126
Website°Ghttp://www.edu.tw/bicer/TKPS.htm
Address: No.1, 68 line, Qingnian Road, Taipei

Taipei Bethany School

Kindergarten to Year 12

Tel: 886-2-25338451
Website°Ghttp://www.dishs.tp.edu.tw
Address: No.76, Dazhi Street, Taipei

Taipei Dominican
International School

Kindergarten to Year 9

Tel: 886-2-23659691
Address: No.97, Dingzho Road section 3, Taipei

Yang Ming Shan
Christian School

Kindergarten to Year8

Tel: 886-2-28616400
Website: http://www.edu.tw/bicer/YMSCS.htm
Address: No. 64, 80 line, Zhuangding Road, Yangmingshan, Taipei

Grace Christian School

Kindergarten to Year 8

Tel: 886-2-27857233
Website: http://www.gca.tp.edu.tw
Address: No.67, Dongxin Street, Nangang, Taipei

Source: Taipei Chamber of Commerce

As

Asia enters a new era of
fierce global competition for lucrative
markets, promising investments, and
tourism revenue one may naturally
wonder: Which places within the
region will be most successful? Who
will be the new Asian leaders? The
renowned author Philip Kotler also
poses these pressing questions in
his book Marketing Asian Places.
The challenges and threats to Asian
prosperity have never been greater,
and nowhere is the need for strategic
place marketing stronger. Taipei is
doubtless one of the most promising
participants in this competition.
In the midst of the current
technological, information, and
globalization revolutions, Taipei, with
its developed manufacturing,
technology, and versatile culture, is
evolving into a focal point for urban
networking throughout the world,
and especially in Asia. It is Taipei's
objective to strengthen its status as
a "world-class capital" through its
steadfast efforts in urban planning
and enhancement.

As the world economy is moving towards globalization, regional economic
integration becomes increasingly important in business activities. In order to assist
the enterprises in managing their resources on the most cost-effective manufacturing
locations, thereby maximizing production and business development, the City
Government is pushing ahead with a plan to open direct flights from its domestic
Sungshan Airport to Mainland China.
A development project to revamp the areas around the Sungshang Airport is also
underway. It is intended to transform the neighboring areas into a major
transportation center for the airport passengers, with easy access to coaches and
the MRT. Other surrounding lands are under review to be used for airfreight-related
industries. A "Distribution Center Project" will also be launched in order to develop a
warehousing and distribution center in the 42-hectare area next to the airport and the
freeway interchange.
Furthermore, the City Government has been enacting a number of policies and
measures regarding engineering, transportation, police administration, healthcare,
education, culture, and social welfare in order to use its resources more efficiently
and continue the development of Taipei's economy. Coupled with the growth of
information technology, communications, R&D, as well as warehousing and
distribution centers, the capital will take a vital role in the world's production and
distribution networks.
Taiwan's politics, culture, and language are connected with those of other Asian
countries, especially those of Mainland China. Taiwan is also strategically located in
the heart of Asian Pacific region. As a result, Taipei has become an excellent
gateway for western enterprises from which to tap into the Asian market. Taipei
offers easy access to Mainland China, which is the region's largest market, and an
opportunity for secure investments. International enterprises will be able to benefit
from Taipei's many advantages: its industries, technology, financing, management,
international distribution network, and to embrace Mainland China's abundant
resources, local markets, and manpower.
As an integrative platform for information, goods, talents, and investments, Taipei
has plentiful human resources, well-developed infrastructure, favorable
financial and trade environments, and efficient administrative services. This
versatile city has emerged as a model place in the regional and
international economic competition. It is not only a center for financing,
capital, R &D, management, and services, but also a prime choice
among multinational companies for investment and operations.

We welcome you to Taipei! A world-class capital!
And the place for you!

< Left > A night scene of Taipei City

A City in Progress

▼
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Hotels
INTERNATIONAL TOURIST HOTELS
Hotel Name

No of rooms

Contact

Landis resort

50

Tel:886-2-2861-6661~5
Address: 237 Gerzhi Rd., Taipei
E-mail: landis_china@hotmail.com

Santos Hotel

287

Tel: 886-2-2596-3111
Address: 49 Chengde Rd., Sec. 3, Taipei
Email: reservation@santoshotel.com

Far Eastern Plaza Hotel

422

Tel: 886-2-2378-8888
Address: 201 Dunhua S. Rd., Sec. 2, Taipei
Email: service@feph.com.tw

San Want Hotel

282

Tel: 886-2-2772-2121
Address:172 Zhongxiao E. Rd., Sec.4, Taipei
Email: aphotel@ms17.hinet.net

Howard Hotel

606

Tel: 886-2-2700-2323
Address: 160 Renai Rd., Sec. 3, Taipei
Email: howard@howard-hotels.com

Emperor Hotel

98

Tel: 886-2-2581-1111
Address: 118 Nanjing E. Rd., Sec. 1, Taipei
Email: emperhtl@ms9.hinet.net

The Ritz Hotel

210

Tel: 886-2-2597-1234
Address: 41 Minquan E. Rd., Sec. 2, Taipei
Email: ritz@ritzlandis.com

Grand Formosa Regent

539

Tel: 886-2-2523-8000
Address: 41 Zhongshan N. Rd., Sec. 2, Taipei
Email: rsvn@mail.grandformosa-taipei.com.tw

Gloria Hotel

220

Tel: 886-2-2581-8111
Address: 369 Linsen N. Rd., Taipei
Email: hotel@gloriahotel.com

Golden China Hotel

218

Tel: 886-2-2521-5151
Address: 306 Songjiang Rd., Taipei
Email: service@mail.golden-china.com.tw

The Westin Taipei

288

Tel: 886-2-8770-6565
Address: 133 Nanjing E Rd., Sec. 3, Taipei
Email: paula.lo@westin.com

Imperial Hotel

285

Tel: 886-2-2596-5111
Address: 600 Linsen N. Rd., Taipei
Email: taipei@imperialhotel.com.tw

Grand Hotel

490

Tel: 886-2-2886-8888
Address; 1 Zhongshan N. Rd., Sec. 4, Taipei
Email: grand@grand-hotel.org

Hotel Royal Taipei

202

Tel: 886-2-2542-3266
Address: 37-1 Zhongshan N, Rd., Sec.2, Taipei
Email: reservation@royal-taipei.com.tw

Taipei Fortuna Hotel

304

Tel: 886-2-2563-1111
Address: 122 Zhongshan N. Rd., Sec. 2, Taipei
Email: fortuna@ms9.hinet.net

Ambassador Hotel

428

Tel: 886-2-2551-1111
Address: 63 Zhongshan N. Rd., Sec. 2, Taipei
Email: ebs.tp@ambhotel.com.tw
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Caesar Park Taipei

385

Tel: 886-2-2311-5151
Address: 38 Zhongxiao W. Rd., Sec. 1, Taipei
Email: info_tpe@caesarpark.com.tw

Sheraton Taipei

686

Tel: 886-2-2321-5511
Address: 12 Zhongxiao E. Rd., Sec. 1, Taipei
Email: lailai@lailai-sheraton.com

Brother Hotel

250

Tel: 886-2-2712-3456
Address: 255 Nanjing E. Rd., Sec. 3, Taipei
Email: brohotel@ms19.hinet.net

Magnolia Hotel

183

Tel: 886-2-2712-1201
Address: 166 Dunhua N. Rd., Taipei
Email: hotel@mcrown.com.tw

The Sherwood Taipei

350

Tel: 886-2-2718-1188
Address: 111 Minsheng E. Rd., Sec. 3, Taipei
Email: sherwood@sherwood.com.tw

Hotel Rebar Holiday Inn
Crowne Plaza Taipei

225

Tel: 886-2-2763-5656
Address: 32 Nanjing E. Rd., Sec. 5, Taipei
Email: rebar@crowneplaza-taipei.com

Asia world Plaza Hotel

757

Tel: 886-2-2715-0077
Address: 100 Dunhua N. Rd., Taipei
Email: ads@asiaworldhotel.com.tw

Grand Hyatt Taipei

856

Tel: 886-2-2720-1234
Address: 2 Songshou Rd., Taipei
Email: info@hyatt.com.tw

Hotel Riverview Taipei

201

Tel: 886-2-2311-3131
Address: 77 Huanhe S. Rd., Sec. 1, Taipei
Email: rivhtl@ms22.hinet.net

BUDGET ACCOMMODATIONS
Hotel Name

No of rooms

Contact

The Leofoo

230

Tel: 886-2-2507-3211
Address: 168 Changchun Rd, Taipei.
Email: hotel@leofoo.com.tw

The Riviera Hotel

112

Tel: 886-2-2585-3258
Address: 646 Linsen N. Rd., Taipei
Email: rivtpe@ms1.hinet.net

First Hotel

170

Tel: 886-2-2541-8234
Address: 63 Nanjing E. Rd., Sec. 2, Taipei
Email: e650013@iplus.net.tw

Gala Hotel

150

Tel: 886-2-2541-5511
Address: 186 Songjiang Rd., Taipei
Email: galahtl@ms18.hinet.net

Cosmos Hotel

204

Tel: 886-2-2361-7856
Address: 43 Zhongxiao W.Rd., Sec. 1, Taipei
Email: cosmos@cosmos-hotel.com.tw

Flowers Hotel

112

Tel: 886-2-2312-3811
Address: 19 Hankou St., Sec. 1, Taipei
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Hospitals
HOSPITALS
Administration Center

Contact

National Taiwan University Hospital

Tel: 886-2-2312-3456
Address: 7.Zhongshan S. Rd., Taipei

Tri-Service General Hospital

Tel: 886-2-2365-9055
Address: 40, Tingzhou Rd., Sec. 3, Taipei

Taipei Veterans General Hospital

Tel: 886-2-2871-2121
Address: 201 Shipai Rd., Sec. 2, Taipei

Chang Gung Memorial Hospital

Tel: 886-2-2713-5211
Address: 199 Dunhua Rd., Taipei

Mackay Memorial Hospital

Tel: 886-2-2543-3535
Address: 92 Zhongshan N. Rd., Sec. 2, Taipei

Cathay General Hospital

Tel: 886-2-2708-2121
Address: 280 Renai Rd., Sec. 4, Taipei

Shin Kong Wu Ho-Su Memorial Hospital

Tel: 886-2-2833-2211
Address: 95 Wenchang Rd., Taipei

TAIPEI MUNICIPAL HOSPITALS
Administration Center

Contact

Chung Hsing Municipal Hospital, Taipei City

Tel: 886-2-2552-3234
Address: 145 Zhengzhou Rd.,Taipei

Jen-Ai Municipal Hospital, Taipei City

Tell: 886-2-2709-3600
Address: 10 Renai Rd., Sec. 4, Taipei

Ho Ping Municipal Hospital, Taipei City

Tel: 886-2-2388-9595
For English Services: 886-2-2388-9608
Address: 33 Zhonghua Rd., Sec. 2, Taipei

Women's and Children's Hospital, Taipei City

Tel: 886-2-2391-6471
Address: 12 Fuzhou St., Taipei

Yang Ming Municipal Hospital, Taipei City

Tel: 886-2-2835-3456
Address: 105 Yusheng St., Taipei

Chung Hsiao Municipal Hospital, Taipei City

Tel: 886-2-2786-1288
For English Services: 886-2-2786-1511
Address: 87 Tongde Rd., Taipei

Hospital of Traditional Chinese Medicine, Taipei City

Tel: 886-2-2388-7088
Address: 100 Kunming St., Taipei

Hospital for Chronic Diseases

Tel: 886-2-2591-6681
Address: 530 Linsen N. Rd., Taipei

City Psychiatric Center

Tel: 886-2-2726-3141
Anti-Addiction Consultant: 886-2-2728-5791
Psychiatric Consultant: 886-2-2346-6662
General Services: 886-0800-021-995
Address: 309 Songde Rd., Taipei

Venereal Disease Control Center

Tel: 886-2-2370-3739
Address: 100 Kunming St., Taipei

Wan Fang Municipal Hospital, Taipei City

Tel: 886-2-2930-7930
For English Services: Ext. 8103 , 8825
Address: 111 Xinglong Rd., Taipei

Gan Dau Municipal Hospital, Taipei City

Tel: 886-2-2858-7000
Address: 12 Zhixing Rd., Taipei
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DIPLOMATIC LIST - FOREIGN EMBASSIES IN THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA
EMBASSY OF BURKINA FASO

Tel: 886-2-2873-3096 / Fax: 886-2-2873-3071
Address: 6F, 9-1, Lane 62, Tianmu W. Rd., Taipei, Taiwan, 111, R.O.C.
Email: : abftap94@ms17.hinet.net

EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF LIBERIA

Tel: 886-2-2875-1212 / Fax: 886-2-2875-1313
Address: 11F, 9-1, Lane 62, Tianmu W. Rd., Taipei, Taiwan, 111, R.O.C.

EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF PARAGUAY

Tel: 886-2-2873-6310 / Fax 886-2-2873-6312
Address: 7F, 9-1, Lane 62, Tianmu W. Rd., Taipei, Taiwan, 111, R.O.C.

EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF CHAD

Tel: 886-2-2874-2943 / Fax: 886-2-2874-2971
Address: 8F, 9, Lane 62, Tianmu W. Rd., Taipei, Taiwan, 111, R.O.C.
Email: maec@intnet.td / amchadtp@ms23.hinet.net

EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF
THE GAMBIA

Tel: 886-2-2875-3911 / Fax: 886-2-2875-2775
Address: 9F, 9-1, Lane 62, Tianmu W. Rd., Taipei, Taiwan, 111, R.O.C.

EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF
HONDURAS

Tel: 886-2-2875-5507 / 886-2-2875-5512 / 886-2-2875-5828
Fax: 886-2-2875-5726
Address: 9F, 9, Lane 62, Tianmu W. Rd., Taipei, Taiwan, 111, R.O.C.
http://www.sre.hn/ / http://www.hondurasinfo.hn/

EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF SENEGAL

Tel: 886-2-2876-6519 / Fax: 886-2-2873-4909
Address: 10F, 9-1, Lane 62, Tianmu W. Rd., Taipei, Taiwan, 111, R.O.C.
http://www.primature.sn / e-mail: sngol@ms2.seeder.net

EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF
COSTA RICA

Tel: 886-2-2875-2964 / 886-2-2875-2965 / Fax: :2875-3151
Address: 5F, 9-1, Lane 62, Tianmu W. Rd., Taipei , Taiwan, 111, R.O.C.
http://www.rree.go.cr/

EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF
EL SALVADOR

Tel: 886-2-2876-3509 / 886-2-2876-3606 / Fax: 886-2-2876-3514
Address: 2F, 9, Lane 62, Tianmu W. Rd., Taipei , Taiwan, 111, R.O.C.

EMBASSY OF BELIZE

Tel: 886-2-2876-0894 / 886-2-2876-0895 / Fax: 886-2-2876-0896
Address: 11F, 9, Lane 62, Tianmu W. Rd., Taipei , Taiwan, 111, R.O.C.
http://www.travelbelize.org / Email: embelroc@ms41.hinet.net

EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF PANAMA

Tel 886-2-2509-9189 / Fax: 886-2-2509-9801
Address: 6F, 111 Songjiang Rd., Taipei, Taiwan, 104, R.O.C.

EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF MALAWI

Tel: 886-2-2876-2284 / 886-2-2876-2294 / Fax : 886-2-2876-3545
Address: 2F, 9-1, Lane 62, Tianmu W. Rd., Taipei , Taiwan, 111, R.O.C.

EMBASSY OF THE KINGDOM OF SWAZILAND Tel: 886-2-2872-5934 / Fax: 886-2-2872-6511
Address: 10F, 9, Lane 62, Tianmu W. Rd., Taipei, Taiwan, 111, R.O.C.
EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF
NICARAGUA

Tel: 886-2-2874-9034 / Fax: 886-2-2874-9080
Address: 3F, 9, Lane 62, Tianmu W. Rd., Taipei, Taiwan, 111, R.O.C.
http://www.cancilleria.gob.ni/ / http://www.bcn.gob.ni/

EMBASSY OF DEMOCRATIC REPUBLIC OF
SAO TOME AND PRINCIPE

Tel: 886-2-2511-4111 / Fax: 886-2-2511-6255
Address: 3F, 18, Jilin Rd., Taipei, Taiwan, 104, R.O.C.
Email: stproc@ms42.hinet.net

EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF
GUATEMALA

Tel: 886-2-2875-6952 / 886-2-2876-5523 / Fax: 886-2-2874-0699
Address: 3F, 9-1, Lane 62, Tianmu W. Rd., Taipei, Taiwan, 111, R.O.C.

EMBASSY OF SOLOMON ISLANDS

Tel: 886-2-2876-6431 / 886-2-2876-8091 / Fax: 886-2-2876-6442
Address: 7F, 9-1, Lane 62, Tianmu W. Rd., Taipei, Taiwan, 111, R.O.C.

EMBASSY OF THE DOMINICAN REPUBLIC

Tel: 886-2-2875-1357 / Fax: 886-2-2875-2661
Addres: 6F, 9, Lane 62, Tianmu W. Rd., Taipei, Taiwan, 111, R.O.C.

EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF
MACEDONIA

Tel: 886-2-2876-0189 / 886-2-2876-0190 / Fax: 886-2-2872-9159
Address: 5F, 9, Lane 62, Tianmu W. Rd., Taipei, Taiwan, 111, R.O.C.

▼
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EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF HAITI

Tel: 886-2-2876-6718 / Fax: 886-2-2876-6719
Address: 8F, 9-1, Lane 62, Tianmu W. Rd., Taipei, Taiwan, 111, R.O.C.
Email: mail: haiti@ms26.hinet.net

APOSTOLIC NUNCIATURE

Tel: 886-2-2321-6847 / 886-2-2341-5298 / Fax: 886-2-2391-1926
Address: 87, Aiguo E. Rd., Taipei, Taiwan, 106, R.O.C.

EMBASSY OF THE REPUBLIC OF
MARSHALL ISLANDS

Tel: 886-2-2873-4884 / 886-2-2873-4845 / Fax: 886-2-2873-4904
Address: 4F, 9-1, Lane 62, Tianmu W. Rd., Taipei, Taiwan, 111, R.O.C.

OTHER FOREIGN OFFICES IN THE REPUBLIC OF CHINA
ASIA
AUSTRALIAN COMMERCE AND
INDUSTRY OFFICE

Tel: 886-2-8725-4100 / Fax: 886-2-2757-6074
Address: Rm 2608, 333 Keelung Rd., Sec. 1, Taipei, Taiwan, 110, R.O.C.
http://www.australia.org.tw / http://www.dfat.gov.au/

FIJI TRADE AND TOURISM
REPRESENTATIVE OFFICE IN ROC

Tel: 886-2-2757-9596 / Fax 886-2-2757-9597
Address: Rm 3212, 333 Keelung Rd., Sec. 1, Taipei, Taiwan, 110, R.O.C.

INDIA-TAIPEI ASSOCIATION

Tel: 886-2-2757-6112 / Fax: 886-2-2757-6117
Address: Rm 2010, 333 Keelung Rd., Sec. 1, Taipei, Taiwan, 110, R.O.C.
http://www.meadev.gov.in / Email: ita@msl.hinet.net

INDONESIAN ECONOMIC AND
TRADE OFFICE TO TAIPEI

Tel: 886-2-8712-4570-4 / Fax: 886-2-8712-4575-6
Address: 12F, 337, Nanjing E. Rd., Sec. 3, Taipei, Taiwan, 104, R.O.C.

ISRAEL ECONOMIC AND CULTURAL OFFICE

Tel: 886-2-2757-9692 / Fax: 886-2- 2757-7247
Address: Rm 2408, 333 Keelung Rd., Sec. 1, Taipei, Taiwan, 110, R.O.C.
http://www.tpe.wownet.net/~iseco

INTERCHANGE ASSOCIATION, TAIPEI OFFICE Tel: 886-2-2741-2116 / Fax: 886-2- 2731-1757
Address: 10F, 245 Dunhua S. Rd., Sec. 1, Taipei, Taiwan, 106, R.O.C.
http://www.mofa.go.jp/ / http://www.japan-taipei.org.tw/
THE JORDANIAN COMMERCIAL OFFICE

Tel: 886-2-2871-7712 / Fax: 886-2-2872-1176
Address: 1F, 110 Zhongcheng Rd., Sec. 2, Taipei, Taiwan, 111, R.O.C.

KOREAN MISSION IN TAIPEI

Tel: 886-2-2758-8320 / Fax: 886-2-2757-7006
Address: Rm 1506, 333 Keelung Rd., Sec. 1, Taipei, Taiwan, 110, R.O.C.
http://www.mofat.co.kr/

MALAYSIAN FRIENDSHIP &
TRADE CENTRE, TAIPEI

Tel: 886-2-2713-2626 / Fax: 886-2-2514-9864
Address: 8F, 102 Dunhua N. Rd., Taipei, Taiwan, 105, R.O.C.
Email: mwtaipei@ms34.hinet.net

NEW ZEALAND COMMERCE AND
INDUSTRY OFFICE

Tel: 886-2-2757-6725 / Fax: 886-2-2757-6973
Address: Rm 2501, 333 Keelung Rd., Sec. 1, Taipei, Taiwan, 110, R.O.C.

THE SULTANATE OF
OMAN COMMERCIAL OFFICE TAIPEI

Tel: 886-2-2722-0684 / Fax: 886-2-2722-0645
Address: Rm. 7G-05, 5 Xinyi Rd., Sec. 5, Taipei, Taiwan, 110, R.O.C.

MANILA ECONOMIC AND CULTURAL OFFICE Tel: 886-2-2778-6511 / Fax: 886-2-2778-4969
Address: 4F, 107 Zhongxiao E. Rd., Sec. 4, Taipei, Taiwan, 106, R.O.C.
http://www.dfa.gov.ph / Email: meco-tpe@transend.com.tw
MANILA ECONOMIC AND CULTURAL
OFFICE EXTENSION OFFICE IN KAOHSIUNG

Tel: 886-7-331-7752 / Fax: 886-7-331-7806
Address: 2F, 146 Siwei 2 Rd., Kaohsiung, Taiwan, 802, R.O.C.

MANILA ECONOMIC AND CULTURAL
OFFICE EXTENSION OFFICE IN TAICHUNG

Tel: 886-4-205-1306 / Fax: 886-4-205-1317
2F, 476 Zhongcheng Rd., Taichung, Taiwan, 403, R.O.C.

MOSCOW-TAIPEI ECONOMIC AND CULTURAL Tel: 886-2- 8780-3011 / Fax: 886-2-8780-2511
COORDINATION COMMISSION IN TAIPEI
Address: 10F, 2 Xinyi Rd., Sec. 5, Taipei, Taiwan, 110, R.O.C.
http://www.mid.ru/ / http://www.diplomat.ru/
Email: mosrepof@ms19.hinet.net
SAUDI ARABIAN TRADE OFFICE

Tel: 886-2-2876-1444 / Fax: 886-2-2875-2919
Address: 4F, 9, Lane 62, Tienmu W. Rd., Taipei, Taiwan, 111, R.O.C.
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SINGAPORE TRADE OFFICE IN TAIPEI

Tel: 886-2-2772-1940 / Fax: 886-2-2772-1943
Address: 9F, 85 Renai Rd., Sec. 4, Taipei, Taiwan, 106, R.O.C.
http://www.gov.sg/

THAILAND TRADE AND ECONOMIC OFFICE

Tel: 886-2-2712-1882 / Fax: 886-2-2713-0042
Address: 7F, 150 Fuxing N. Rd., Taipei, Taiwan, 104, R.O.C.
http://www.mfa.go.th/ / Email: tteo@ms22.hinet.net

TURKISH TRADE OFFICE IN TAIPEI

Tel: 886-2-2757-7318 / Fax: 886-2-2757-9432
Address: Rm 1905, 333 Keelung Rd., Sec. 1, Taipei, Taiwan, 110, R.O.C.
http://www.mfa.gov.tr/

VIETNAM ECONOMIC & CULTURAL
OFFICE IN TAIPEI

Tel: 886-2-2516-6626 / Fax: 886-2-2504-1761
Address: 3F, 65 Songjiang Rd., Taipei, Taiwan, 104, R.O.C.

EUROPE
AUSTRIAN TOURISM OFFICE

Tel: 886-2-2712-8598 / Fax: 886-2-2514-9980
Address: 5F, 164 Fuxing N. Rd., Taipei, Taiwan, 104, R.O.C.

AUSTRIAN TRADE DELEGATION

Tel: 886-2-2715-5220 / Fax: 886-2-2717-3242
Address: Rm. 608, 205 Dunhua N. Rd., Taipei, Taiwan, 105, R.O.C.
http://www.bmaa.gv.at/index.html.en / http://www.austria.org.tw/

BELGIAN TRADE ASSOCIATION, TAIEPI

Tel: 886-2-2715-1215 / Fax: 886-2-2712-6258
Address: Rm. 901, 131 Minsheng E. Rd., Sec. 3, Taipei, Taiwan, 105, R.O.C.
http://www.belgium.fgov.be / http://www.beltrade.org.tw/

BRITISH TRADE AND CULTURAL OFFICE

Tel: 886-2-2322-4242 / FAX: 886-2-2393-1985 / 886-2-2394-8673
Address: 9F, 99 Renai Rd., Sec. 2, Taipei, Taiwan, 100, R.O.C.
http://www.btco.org.tw/indexc.htm

CZECH ECONOMIC AND CULTURAL OFFICE

Tel: 886-2-2738-9768 / Fax: 886-2-2733-3944
Address: 6F-1, 51 Keelung Rd., Sec. 2, Taipei, Taiwan, 110, R.O.C.

DANISH TRADE ORGANIZATIONS'
TAIPEI OFFICE

Tel: 886-2-2718-2101 / Fax: 886-2-2718-2141
Address: Rm. 1207, 12F, 205 Dunhua N. Rd., Taipei, Taiwan, 105, R.O.C.
http: //www.dtoto.org.tw / Email: dtoto@dtoto.org.tw

FINLAND TRADE CENTER

Tel: 886-2-2722-0764 / Fax: 886-2-2725-1517
Address: Rm. 7E-04, 5 Xinyi Rd., Sec. 5, Taipei, Taiwan, 110, R.O.C.
http://www.vn.fi / http://www.finpro.fi/

FRENCH INSTITUTE IN TAIPEI

Tel: 886-2-2545-6061 / Fax: 886-2-2718-4571
Address: Rm. 1003, 10F, 205 Dunhua N. Rd., Taipei, Taiwan, 105, R.O.C.
http://www.france.diplomatie.fr / http://www.fi-taipei.org/

GERMAN CULTURAL CENTRE

Tel: 886-2-2365-7294 / Fax: 886-2-2368-7542
Address: 11F, 24 Xinhai Rd., Sec. 1, Taiwan, 100, R.O.C.
http:// www.dk-taipei.org.tw / Email: info@dk-taipei.org.tw

GERMAN TRADE OFFICE, TAIPEI

Tel: 886-2-2506-9028 / Fax: 886-2-2506-8182
Address: 4F, 4 Minsheng E. Rd., Sec. 3, Taipei, Taiwan, 104, R.O.C.
http://www.dwb-taipei.org.tw / Emai: service@dwb-taipei.org.tw

DEUTSCHES INSTITUTE TAIPEI
GERMAN INSTITUTE

Tel: 886-2-2501-6188 / Fax: 886-2-2501-6139
Address: 4F, 2 Minsheng E. Rd., Sec. 3, Taipei, Taiwan, 104, R.O.C.
Email: germany@ms43.url.com.tw

HUNGARIAN TRADE OFFICE

Tel: 886-2-2834-3701 Fax: 886-2-2837-7151
Address: 2F, 3 Zhongcheng Rd., Sec. 2, Taipei, Taiwan, 111, R.O.C.
http://www.mfa.gov.hu / http://www.hungary.org.tw/

THE INSTITUTE FOR TRADE AND
INVESTMENT OF IRELAND

Tel: 886-2-2725-1691 / Fax: 886-2-2725-1653
Address: Rm. 7B-09, 5 Xinyi Rd., Sec. 5, Taipei, Taiwan, 110, R.O.C.
http://www.irlgov.ie/iveagh / http://www.idaireland.com/
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ITALIAN ECONOMIC, TRADE AND
CULTURAL PROMOTION OFFICE

Tel: 886-2-2345-0320 / Fax: 886-2-2757-6260
Address: Rm 1808, 333 Keelung Rd., Sec. 1, Taipei, Taiwan, 110, R.O.C.
http:// www.esteri.it

NETHERLANDS TRADE AND
INVESTMENT OFFICE

Tel: 886-2-2713-5760 / Fax: 886-2-2713-0194
Address: Rm. B, 5F, 133 Minsheng E. Rd., Sec. 3, Taipei, Taiwan, 105, R.O.C.
http://www.ntio.org.tw/

NORWEGIAN TRADE COUNCIL

Tel: 886-2-2543-5484 / Fax: 886-2-2581-1878
Address: 8F, 101 Nanjing E. Rd., Sec. 2, Taipei, Taiwan, 104, R.O.C.

SPANISH CHAMBER OF COMMERCE

Tel: 886-2-2518-4901-3 / Fax: 886-2-2518-4904
Address: 10F-B1, 49, Minsheng E. Rd., Sec. 3, Taipei, Taiwan, 104, R.O.C.

EXPORTRADET TAIPEI, SWEDISH
TRADE COUNCIL

Tel: 886-2-2757-6573 / Fax: 886-2-2757-6723
Address: Rm 812, 333 Keelung Rd., Sec. 1, Taipei, Taiwan, 110, R.O.C.
http://www.swedishtrade.org.tw/

TRADE OFFICE OF SWISS INDUSTRIES

Tel: 886-2-2720-1001 / Fax: 886-2-2757-6984
Address: Rm 3101, 333 Keelung Rd., Sec. 1, Taipei, Taiwan, 110, R.O.C.
http://www.eda.admin.ch / http://www.swiss.org.tw/

WARSAW TRADE OFFICE

Tel: 886-2-2722-0115 / Fax: 886-2-2722-055
Address: Rm 3111, 333 Keelung Rd., Sec. 1, Taipei, Taiwan, 110, R.O.C.

NORTH AMERICA
AMERICAN INSTITUTE IN TAIWAN,
TAIPEI OFFICE

Tel: 886-2-2709-2000 / Fax: 886-2-2702-7675
Address: 7, Lane 134, Xinyi Rd., Sec. 3, Taipei, Taiwan, 104, R.O.C.
http://ait.org.tw / http://www.state.gov / http://www.usia.gov

CANADIAN TRADE OFFICE IN TAIPEI

Tel: 886-2-2547-9500 / Fax: 886-2-2712-7244
Address: 13F, 365 Fuxing N. Rd., Taipei, Taiwan, 105, R.O.C.
http://www.ctot.org.tw

LATIN AMERICA
ARGENTINA TRADE AND CULTURAL OFFICE

Tel: 886-2-2757-6556 / Fax: 886-2-2757-6445
Address: Rm 1003, 333 Keelung Rd., Sec. 1, Taipei, Taiwan , 110, R.O.C.
http://www.mrecic.gov.ar/ / Email: atc0326@ms13.hinet.net

BOLIVIAN COMMERCIAL AND
FINANCIAL REPRESENTATION

Tel: 886-2-2723-8721 / Fax: 886-2-2723-8764
Address: Rm. 7E-13, 5 Xinyi Rd., Sec. 5, Taipei, Taiwan, 110, R.O.C.

BRAZIL BUSINESS CENTER

Tel: 886-2-2835-7388 / Fax: 886-2-2835-7121
Address: 5F, 197 Zhongshan N. Rd., Sec. 6, Taipei, Taiwan, 111, R.O.C.
http://www.mre.gov.br / Email: bbcsecom@ms24.hinet.net
Email: bbcsecom@tpts1.seed.net.tw / bbcvisa@ms24.hinet.net

CHILEAN TRADE OFFICE, TAIPEI

Tel: 886-2-2723-0329 / Fax: 886-2-2723-0318
Address: Rm. 7B-06, 5 Xinyi Rd., Sec. 5, Taipei, Taiwan, 110, R.O.C.
http://www.chileinfo.com / Email: chiloftw@fit.ivnet.com.tw

MEXICAN TRADE SERVICES

Tel: 886-2-2757-6526 / Fax: 886-2-2757-6180
Address: Rm 2905, 333 Keelung Rd., Sec. 1, Taipei, Taiwan, 110, R.O.C.
http://www.sre.gob.mx / Email: mxvisect@att.net.tw

COMMERCIAL OFFICE OF PERU IN TAIPEI

Tel: 886-2-2757-7017 / Fax: 886-2-2757-6480
Address: Rm 2411, 333 Keelung Rd., Sec. 1, Taipei, Taiwan, 110, R.O.C.
http://www.rree.gob.pe / http://www.peru.org.tw/

AFRICA
NIGERIA TRADE OFFICE IN TAIWAN, R.O.C.

Tel: 886-2-2757-6987 / Fax: 886-2-2757-7111
Address: Rm 1706, 333 Keelung Rd., Sec. 1, Taipei, Taiwan, 110, R.O.C.
http://www.nigeria.com/

LIAISON OFFICE OF SOUTH AFRICA

Tel: 886-2-2715-3250 / Fax: 886-2-2712-5109
Address: 13F, 205 Dunhua N. Rd., Taipei, Taiwan, 105, R.O.C.
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